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Abstract 

Purpose Social media has provided various platforms for companies to 
market themselves and their convenience is emphasized espe-
cially within the SME context since these platforms are normal-
ly free and easily implemented. Existing literature also proves 
that especially interior designers benefit from the visual mar-
keting where Instagram has opened a great opportunity as its 
idea mainly lies on the shared pictures and the usage is based 
on the application’s easiness by simple and quick navigation 
and functions. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to pro-
vide understanding from the different perspectives of how the 
local interior design SMEs are implementing Instagram as a 
marketing channel in order to gain added value for their mar-
keting activities.  

Methodology An empirical study used the qualitative research approach. 
More precisely, nine semi-structured in-depth interviews were 
conducted with the interior design businesses in Jönköping in 
order to gain understanding and insights of the research topic. 

Conclusion The findings showed that the main purpose why companies 
adopted Instagram as their marketing tool was to increase the 
awareness and to reach more customers. Also, the trendiness 
of Instagram was a strong factor when deciding to join the 
platform. Further, it was found out that companies prefer to 
generate marketing content which apply the inspirational ap-
peal in order to arouse the followers’ interest. Through the cre-
ated attention and awareness on the platform, companies have 
benefitted from Instagram marketing for example as increased 
store traffic, increased sales and acquisition of new customer. 
Instagram is generally perceived as the company’s most im-
portant social media marketing platform and its advantages lie 
on its easy, quick and popular nature.  
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the introduction to the topic of the thesis is given. First, the background is presenting the ex-
isting knowledge of the research topic. Following to the problem definition by narrowing down the aspect this 
thesis is approaching. Finally, the purpose of the study will outline the motivation for the research and the 
relevant definitions of this research are presented.  

 

1.1 Background 

The shift towards the modern marketing communications as we know it today, has come 
through several developments (Egan, 2015). Traditionally marketing communications has 
been viewed through the 4P-marketing framework where marketers have learned to com-
bine elements of product, price, place and promotion into their marketing practices and ex-
change them with the customer in the marketplace (Egan, 2015). However, traditional 
marketing mix has been questioned and it is considered to be inadequate as itself to cover 
today’s marketing communications. Some have been arguing that marketing approaches 
should be aiming more towards relationship-focused marketing (Grönroos, 1994, Grön-
roos, 1997; Gummesson, 2008; Kumar, 2004) while others have advised to move more to-
wards customer-focused approach by engagement, openness and cooperation by helping 
rather than controlling the customer (Deighton & Konrdeld, 2009; Prahalad & Ramaswa-
my, 2004; Urban, 2005; Von Hippel & Katz, 2002). According to Evans (2003), marketing 
communications has turned towards broader and more diverse concepts including changed 
communication techniques among the consumers. Therefore, marketers are pushed to find 
new tactics to communicate with their customers.  

Marketing communications need to be constantly adapted to the changing market condi-
tions. For the marketing strategists, there is a guideline to operate in a new era of social 
media (Constantinides, 2014). Formulating the right strategy requires the marketer’s 
knowledge of where and how to reach the customers. This includes both strategic and tac-
tical decisions, where strategic decisions focus on finding the overall direction for the mar-
keting when tactical decision is looking for the ways to approach it (Blythe, 2000). One of 
the most noticeable changes in marketing communications has been the transformation 
from the mass communications towards more personalized and targeted communication 
techniques. Marketers have realized that for example TV might no longer be the most ef-
fective medium to reach the target audience. This has led to the change from mechanical 
and analogue marketing tools towards digital tools (Egan, 2015).  

The latest technology developments of Internet have challenged companies’ earlier existing 
marketing techniques (Mangold & Faulds, 2009; Porter, 2001). Traditionally consumers 
have used Internet for reading, watching and buying products and services (Kietzmann, 
Hermkens, McCarthy & Silvestre, 2011). New state of the Internet, Web 2.0 and more pre-
cisely social media has had a significant change in consumer behavior and the power roles 
between buyer and seller (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008; Kietzmann el al., 2011). Con-
sumer now has more control in marketing communications enabling the direct interacts by 
one-to-one marketing (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Participation and interaction occurs now 
in a way where consumer’s role is no longer just consuming but also contributing and re-
viewing the content. Companies are now more connected and engaged with consumers in 
order to exchange valuable insights (Garretson, 2008). This consumer participation offers 
several benefits for the marketer such as the possibility to receive immediate reactions and 
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feedback from the consumer (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008). Listening the customer’s 
voice is not as time-consuming and costly as it was before (Saravanakumar & Sugan-
thaLakshmi, 2012) since social media enables immediate communication both timesaving 
and cost-effectively means, despite the company’s size or the field it is operating. As Lev-
ine, Locke, Searle, & Weinberger (2001: 87) mentions: “ [...] markets are not about messages, but 
about conversations”.  

As the Internet developed, social networking has moved towards web-based applications 
where the platforms are independent, normally free of charge, easily downloaded and sim-
ple to use (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008). Facebook, Twitter and Youtube have been 
the most well-known social media platforms for companies to market themselves (Sara-
vanakumar & SuganthaLakshmi, 2012). According to the Social Media Marketing Industry 
Report 2014, findings showed that from the studied marketers 97 percent are active on so-
cial media and 92 percent said social media to be important for their business (Stelzner, 
2014).  

Today, social media has even more impact on individuals and communities to transform 
user-generated content since the growth of smartphone markets (Kietzmann et al., 2011; 
Saravanakumar & SuganthaLakshmi, 2012). Anderson and Wolff (2010) emphasize the im-
portant role of smartphones in “social media phenomenon”. Mobiles have allowed con-
sumer a greater access to social media applications and therefore an ability to interact even 
more with other consumers and companies. Among the various social media platforms, 
micro-blogs is the application category which offers real-time updates by shared content as 
pictures and short status as comment or caption (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Instagram is an 
example of micro-blog and photo sharing application which has been developed only for 
smartphones (Miles, 2014).  

 

1.2 Problem Definition 

Changing environment in marketing communications is driving companies to reconsider 
their marketing mediums in order to be closer to their target audience. Social media offers 
new challenges for businesses but also new opportunities for acquiring new contacts and 
retaining existing ones. It is a channel which companies can use for learning about their 
customer needs and opinions and interacting in a direct and personalized way. Therefore, 
the well-integrated social media strategy also improves the company’s entire competitive 
position (Constantinides, 2014; Constantinides & Fountain, 2008).  

Many companies have recognized the need for the change and increased their activities on 
different social media platforms. Especially for the small-scale businesses, social media has 
been considered as an appropriate medium for marketing because of its easy and accessible 
nature (Lacho & Marinello, 2010; Wielicki & Arendt, 2010). However, the challenge is that 
companies do not know how to use these social media platforms in the most effective ways 
and which indicators they should be measuring in order to evaluate the success of their 
online presence (Hanna, Rohm & Crittenden, 2011). For many small-scale businesses there 
is an increasing concern of feeling pressured to be present on social media (Drury, 2008) 
without having an exact vision on what value it could give. Additionally, social media plat-
forms are often treated as separated elements, external parts of the company’s marketing 
strategy. Therefore, marketing on social media should be rather seen as a part of the com-
pany’s integrated marketing communications (IMC) (Constantinides, 2014; Egan, 2015; 
Mangold & Faulds, 2009) that do not replace the role of the traditional marketing but ra-
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ther expands it in order to reach more customers and create engagement (Hanna et al., 
2011; Mitchell, 2008). 

Because of the limited amount of existing literature, a little guidance on social media adop-
tion is offered. Hence, many businesses lack a complete understanding and appreciation of 
social media’s role in the company’s promotional efforts (Kietzmann et al., 2011; Mangold 
& Faulds, 2009). Within a context of SMEs, time is also an issue when adopting new tech-
nologies into business. SME managers are often actively involved in the company’s func-
tions when only little time is left for understanding the potential role of social media as a 
business tool (Estrin, Foreman & Garcia, 2003). Therefore, it is necessary to explore how 
SMEs can derive business value from the use of social media and more precisely what val-
ue Instagram is adding for the business.  

 

1.3 Purpose and Research Questions 

Studies have proved that Instagram is an applicable marketing medium especially for the 
interior design businesses since marketing in this field is highly visual. The purpose there-
fore is to explore how the marketing through the adoption of Instagram has impacted on 
the investigated SMEs. A qualitative study is approaching from the three angles: adoption 
of Instagram as a business tool, utilization of Instagram in a business and perceived bene-
fits and added value from Instagram marketing. Therefore, the following research ques-
tions have been addressed for each angle this thesis is approaching.  

1.3.1 Research Questions 

Firstly, secondary data provides several barriers with social media adoption which can chal-
lenge SME’s marketing performance. Therefore, this thesis examines the nature and char-
acters of the challenges being confronted by local interior design SMEs when they adopted 
and utilized Instagram as their media tool. The following first research question has been 
addressed: 

RQ1: How are the challenges of adopting Instagram as a marketing tool perceived among the inte-
rior design SMEs in Jönköping? 

Secondly, the purpose is to explore companies’ user behaviors to promote their brand on 
Instagram and to explore what is the companies’ purpose with Instagram utilization and 
how they are using Instagram in order to maximize their marketing efficiency. Further, 
since Instagram marketing mainly consists of pictures the aim is also to discover which 
content sharing companies are using in order to engage with their customers. The follow-
ing second research question has been addressed:  

RQ2: How interior design SMEs in Jönköping use Instagram and what is the underlying purpose 
of Instagram utilization?  

Third, this study also aims to identify different benefits companies have perceived from 
their Instagram marketing and to explore the perceived strategic advantage with Instagram 
compared to their other marketing mediums. The following third research question has 
been addressed: 

RQ3: How have the interior design SMEs in Jönköping benefitted from the Instagram utilization 
as a marketing tool? 
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1.4 Definitions 

SME: Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are defined by the amount of employ-
ees and turnover. Medium-sized businesses have a maximum 250 employees with turnover 
of 50 million euros or less. Small businesses have top 50 employees with turnover of max-
imum 10 million euros. Micro-sized businesses have a maximum 10 employees and turno-
ver of 2 million euros or less per year (European Commission, 2015).  

Social network: Consists of websites and applications allowing users to virtually connect 
by communicating through shared information, messages, comments and images (Kaplan 
& Haenlein, 2010; Oxford Dictionaries, 2015a). 

Micro-blog: A social media site where user can share short posts with the limited amount 
of digits (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015b).  

Mobile application: ”App” is a software program which is applicable through 
smartphone (Cambridge Dictionaries, 2015a; Miles, 2014).  

Photo-sharing: Digital photos uploaded and shared online for public or private purposes 
(Collins Dictionary, 2015). 

Facebook: A social networking website enabling user to share information, pictures and 
videos and allowing users to communicate through messages (Cambridge Dictionaries, 
2015b). 

Twitter: A social networking website where users can publish short messages ”tweets” in 
order to express feelings and opinions with other users (Business Dictionary, 2015a). 

Youtube: A video-sharing website allowing users to upload, share and watch videos and 
comment on videos (Mills & Plangger, 2015).  

Pinterest: A picture-sharing website which allows users to ‘pin’ pictures to themed boards 
and pages (Mills & Plangger, 2015). 

Post & Posting: ”An electronic message sent to and displayed on an online forum” (The 
Free Dictionary, 2015). 

Likes: Click on the other users’ picture as an expression of support (Miles, 2014).  

Comments: Users can leave a short comment on a picture to express their opinion or 
make a statement and therefore join the conversation (Miles, 2014).    

Hashtag: A phrase or word designed by a hash sign (#) is used to sort and identify mes-
sages into a particular theme (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015c). 

Geotag: The geographic information to identify the specific location where the picture was 
taken (Miles, 2014).  
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Introduction
Theoretical 
Framework

Methodology
Empirical 
Findings

Analysis & 
Discussion

Conclusion

Figure 1. Thesis outline. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This thesis has been divided into six sections and follows the same structure of three per-
spectives: adoption, utilization and added values of social media throughout the study. The 
structure of the thesis is presented below:  

This study begins with the introduction where the background provided an overall under-
standing of the studied subject. This was followed by the problem definition, purpose and 
research questions. In purpose and research questions, the study was divided into the three 
perspectives this thesis is approaching from. 

Next, a theoretical framework follows the same approach of three perspectives by providing a 
comprehensive understanding of the topic. This section is also presenting the relevant con-
cepts which are connected to the actual research and later reflected into the analysis. 

After, the methodology presents the techniques of how the research of this study is conduct-
ed. 

Next, the empirical findings are presented.  

Followed by the analysis and discussion where the findings of the research are connected to 
the secondary data findings and to the chosen concepts. 

Finally, in the conclusion the research questions are answered and the implications for the 
companies, Instagram and further research will be given.  
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2 Theoretical Framework 

This chapter reviews the existing literature of the topic. The Theoretical Framework follows the same struc-
ture as presented on Purpose and Research Questions: adoption, utilization and added value of the social 
media marketing. Lastly, the relevant concepts for the marketer are presented.  

 

2.1 Social Media Marketing 

Since social networking has become part of the consumers’ daily life, companies have rec-
ognized the attractiveness and opportunities of using social media for marketing purposes. 
Regarding the increasing trend of social media, companies are now interested in establish-
ing a presence on different social media platforms in order to be in a closer interaction with 
their customers. In fact, according to the Marketing Budgets 2015 Report, companies are 
investing in their digital marketing now more than ever before (Econsultancy, 2015). With-
in the SME context, the emphasis is much more on personal contact between customer 
and company than in a context of large enterprise. Moreover, Miller, Fabian and Lin (2009) 
state that social media is not only important for enhancing the company’s brand image but 
also to build relationship with its customers. The marketing strategy therefore aims at con-
ducting rich two-way dialogue between seller and buyer and promotion strategy is carried 
out through the personal interaction (Bruhn, 2003). Hence, it could be argued that inten-
tion of the firm’s strategy should be rather turned towards Return on Relationships from 
Return on Investment.  

Social media has become a method of communication providing a personal, trusted and di-
rect access to the consumers (Drury, 2008). Today’s managers have started to understand 
the importance of the customer’s voice and how it could be a valuable tool for creating the 
better marketing impact (Lipsman, Mudd, Rich & Bruich, 2012). Marketer can choose to 
use this access to the consumer either through active or passive approach. The active approach 
has been utilized as a tool of communication for customer acquisition and retention and 
for direct sales. The passive approach in turn, is used for receiving information about market 
needs, customer preferences, competition and trends (Constantinides, 2014).  

Through social media marketing, company can receive customer’s real-time experiences of 
the products and services such as how the quality and prices are perceived. Today, earned 
media, which is not controlled or bought by the marketer, has been perceived as a more 
trustworthy medium for information over the company controlled, owned and paid media 
(Corcoran, 2009). Moreover, traditional push marketing has moved towards pull marketing 
where the consumer chooses to receive the information of the company (Kotler, Arm-
strong, Saunders & Wong, 2005). Consequently, 70 percent of investigated internet users 
trust the consumer generated evaluations on different social media platforms (Nielsen, 
2012). Therefore, social media has a great impact on brand’s success since the increasing 
trend of different brand communities on social media platforms where consumers are gen-
erating and exchanging information about these brands (Bruhn, Schoenmueller & Schäfer, 
2012).  

Through electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM), consumers are now able to reach a large 
numbers of peers with little time used. When opinions and insights are exchanged between 
consumers, electronic word-of-mouth might have a major impact on consumer’s behavior 
and attitude towards the company (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh & Gremler, 2004). 
Therefore, these user-generated social media communications can either positively or nega-
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tively influence the perceived brand quality, brand awareness, brand loyalty and brand asso-
ciations (Yoo, Donthu & Lee, 2000). Additionally, social media communication has an im-
pact on hedonic brand image while company-generated media applies to the functional 
brand image (Bruhn et al., 2012). Therefore, it is important that companies are present on 
these social networks and that they keep their customers satisfied in order to make them 
spreading the positive word. Moreover, consumers’ positive experiences can drive towards 
increased brand awareness and so on lead to the sales.  

 

 

Figure 2. The new communications paradigm (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). 

 

2.2 Social Media Adoption into SMEs 

According to Kelley (1989), the company’s primary purpose with any new technology 
adoption is to reduce costs and simplify the company’s actions. Within the social media 
context, to adopt social media as a promotional tool, company is required to have a certain 
mission and understanding of the new medium and how it will conduct an effective online 
promotion through the chosen medium (Chua, Deans, & Parker, 2009; Howard, Mangold 
& Johnston, 2014). Subsequently, a definition of SME’s target audience and who they want 
to attract to their business is vital when adopting different social media tools (Lacho & 
Marinello, 2010).  

A study of German small-scale businesses discovered the underlying purposes for social 
media engagement. The top intentions for SMEs to adopt social media were the need of 
improved communications and collaborations and improved information and knowledge 
between business and consumer. 28 percent of the explored SMEs stated that they had im-
plemented social media mainly because of the current social media trend. Three percent 
stated that social media was adopted without any specific goals (Meske & Stieglitz, 2013).  

As small firms are defined as businesses with less than 50 employees and micro-enterprises 
as companies of maximum ten, approximately five employees (OECD, 2005), Estrin et al. 
(2003) define them in the context of their adaptability to the technological changes. Man-
agers of the small business are usually well aware of company’s products, customers and 
market. The typical SME manager is also actively involved in all company’s functions such 
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as sales, human resources and accounting. Therefore, less time and commitment to learning 
the new technology or software tool might be devoted.  

The survey by TIDE (The Technology Insertion Demonstration and Evaluation) was for-
mulated to strengthen SMEs’ ability to adopt new technologies. The study examined the 
most common barriers on technology adoption among the small businesses. The following 
barriers occurred the most: lack of information, lack of expertise and fear of high expenses. 
Additionally, managers might lack of understanding the relationship between business and 
operational processes where software technologies could simplify the processes and serve a 
strategic advantage (Estrin et al., 2003). 

The survey of German SMEs investigated the adoption of social media in small-scale busi-
nesses. Occurring problems were mostly related to the implementation and operation of 
social media. Obstacles confronted with social media adoption referred to the following 
aspects: lack of support by employees, lack of effectiveness, issues of corporate culture and 
the lack of resources. In general, SMEs have very limited resources and the knowledge is 
mainly focused on the specific field of business (Meske & Stieglitz, 2013). The study 
showed that the adoption of social media needs often more resources and demands a com-
prehensive managerial strategy, which might not be easily provided by SMEs. According to 
the study, lack of the resources occurs for example as “high maintenance efforts”, “some-
one has to keep it running” or “keeping everything tidy, keeping information up to date” 
(Meske & Stieglitz, 2013: 11). A study by Abbott, Donaghey, Hare and Hopkins (2013) in-
stead, showed that concerns company confronted with social media adoption were mostly 
related to the time, privacy, lack of suitable content to share and lack of know-how to 
measure social media success.  

However, since companies have recognized that successful adoption of social media is al-
lowing more cooperative, social and open organization, it has taken its place as a strategic 
tool among organizations (Parveen, Jaafar & Ainin, 2015). Still, being present on social me-
dia does not increase the awareness or generate the interactiveness with the customer. For 
any technology to be successful and to be profitable for organization’s performance, it has 
to be used efficiently (Waters, Burnett, Lamm & Lucas, 2009).  

 

2.2.1 Social Media in Sweden  

In the following, Swedes’ Internet and social media consumption in 2014 by Findahl (2015) 
presents why Swedish companies have a strong reason to engage their businesses in social 
media in order to reach their customers.  

Sweden is one of the most Internet using countries in Europe together with other Nordic 
countries with over 90 percent of users in population. Both among individuals and compa-
nies, Sweden is placed high with its Internet usage. In 2014, Swedes spent 21.6 hours per 
week on the Internet among which on average 7.6 hours every week was spent on different 
social media platforms. 90 percent of age group from 12 – 45 is daily users with more fre-
quent and regular tendency (Findahl, 2015).  

The daily use of Internet has increased remarkably, from 33 percent in 2013 to 40 percent 
in 2014. This can be explained by the trend towards more common use of smartphones 
and tablets. Figure 3. shows the number of Swedes who have access to smartphones. From 
22 percent in 2010 the number has over tripled to 2014 when 73 percent of the population 
had access to smartphone (Findahl, 2015).   
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The increasing use of smartphones has its effect on the amount of Internet time spent on 
the mobile phone. In 2011, which was the kick-start for the smartphone use, smartphones 
occupied eight percent of total Internet time. In 2014, number was 29 percent, meaning 
that over a third (33%) of the total Internet time was spent on mobile phone (Findahl, 
2015).  

In 2014, the time spent on different social networks increased in all age groups. Figure 4. 
demonstrates the number of Internet users who sometimes and daily visited on different 
social networks. As the diagram shows, Facebook still has its strong role as a social media 
platform even though Instagram has remarkably increased its popularity among the 
Swedes. In 2013, 15 percent of Internet users visited Instagram sometimes while the num-
ber in 2014 was 28 percent (Findahl, 2015).  

 

 

Figure 4. Number of Internet users (12+ years) who sometimes or daily visit different net-
works (Findahl, 2015). 
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Figure 3. Number of the population (12+ years) who have access to a smartphone 
(Findahl, 2015). 
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This leads to a closer observation of the numbers of Swedish Instagram users. Figure 5. 
presents dispersion of different age groups of Internet users who sometimes or daily visit 
Instagram. As the diagram illustrates, Instagram has a clear diversification depending on the 
age of the user. It is most popular among the youngest, age groups from 12 to 15 and 16 to 
25 and the number of users decreases among the older age groups. Findings on the age and 
gender deviation of Instagram usage showed that Instagram is the most popular among 
women. Among the older age groups major variance between genders occurs. Women are 
leading all the age groups by their visits on Instagram (Findahl, 2015).  Therefore, it can be 
said that Instagram is distinctly more popular among females in Sweden.  

 

 

Figure 5. Number of Internet users who sometimes or daily visit Instagram (Findahl, 2015). 

 

2.3 Utilization of Social Media  

After identifying the company’s purpose for a social media adoption and how the interac-
tion will be implemented and the content maintained (Culnan, McHugh & Zubillaga, 2010), 
marketers consider which platforms to engage with, in order to gain the highest value for 
its business. Since social media exists in several forms, Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) have 
simplified the concept by defining it as a group of Internet-based applications based on 
their application types: social networks, blogs, forums, content aggregators and communi-
ties (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008).  

The main intention with all forms of social media applications is to engage people (Kaplan 
& Haenlein, 2010). Further, customer engagement through different promotional activities 
on social media can have a positive impact on long-term value creation due to these rela-
tionships developed (Angel & Sexsmith, 2011). As an example, the use of ‘like’ on Face-
book or on Instagram spreads promotional material in order to other users to see the 
shared content (Lacho & Marinello, 2010). Additionally, as social media has enabled com-
panies to connect with their customers, this kind of online interactivity between the com-
pany and its customer requires the company’s consideration for example when and how of-
ten it joins these user-generated conversation (Kietzmann et al., 2011) and also, how much 
company allows customers-to-customers conversations on their accounts (Geho, Smith & 
Lewis, 2010).  
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According to the Social Media Marketing Industry Report 2014, the three most commonly 
used social media platforms among the investigated companies were Facebook (94%), 
Twitter (83%) and LinkedIn (71%). 28 percent of the studied companies had an Instagram 
account. The utilization of Instagram as a marketing channel varied depending on the total 
time marketer has been active on social media; 15 percent of the companies who have been 
on social media less than one year have an Instagram account and in turn, 47 percent of 
companies who have been joining social media for over five years are on Instagram. The 
strong relationship between the marketer’s overall experience on social media and the 
amount of time marketer is willing to dedicate to social media activities was also found. 
Marketers, who had been active on social media less than a year, put on average five hours 
or less per week into their social media whereas marketers with over two years experience 
are occupied over six hours per week. Correlation between the size of the business and the 
time dedicated to social media activities was also found. Findings showed that small-scale 
businesses, self-employed or companies of two to ten employees are most likely to dedicate 
one to five hours per week on social media (Stelzner, 2014). 

Even though Facebook is the most used marketing channel among the investigated mar-
keters, a large part is questioning its effectiveness as a marketing tool: 37 percent were un-
certain and 21 percent did not agree with Facebook’s effectiveness as a marketing tool 
(Stelzner, 2014). This opens up the opportunity for other social media platforms such as 
Instagram to marketer consider engaging in. Furthermore, a recent study of American so-
cial media users showed that Facebook’s popularity is decreasing and Instagram is now the 
most visited platform (Business Insider, 2015).  

 

2.3.1 Instagram 

The study by Abbott et al. (2013) state that pictures have more impact and are more likely 
to engage consumers than a textual content. In addition, Meenaghan (1995) argues that pic-
tures have an important effect also on company’s brand image. Since product advertising 
often contains complex messages, consumers have turned to trust more on the image as-
pects of products and are therefore more receptive for symbolic than functional features of 
the products.  

“Instagram is a fun and quirky way to share your life with friends through a series of pic-
tures” (Instagram, 2015). Instagram was first launched in 2010 and later bought by Face-
book in 2012. Due to the impact of the acquisition, at the end of 2012 Instagram passed 
Twitter in daily active users on mobile when Instagram had 7.3 million daily mobile users 
(Salomon, 2013). Today, Instagram has over 400 million monthly active users and approx-
imately 70 million pictures are shared daily (Abbott et al., 2013; Instagram Business, 2015). 
The main idea of Instagram lies on its “visual storytelling” by simple steps: user takes a pic-
ture or uploads the existing one, customize it with the pre-modified filters, add optional 
caption, hashtags and geotag and share it. Instagram’s idea is also based on its ”here-and-
now” sense that the captured event on the image is currently happening. Therefore, Insta-
gram could be called as a user’s visual diary. User account can be either public or private 
(Instagram, 2015).  

Instagram belongs to the category of micro-blogs. It is a photo-sharing social network 
which enables consumers and companies to communicate through pictures and short video 
clips. Instagram is a mobile optimized application and it is therefore so-called “born-
mobile” (Miles, 2014). Application was originally developed only for iPhone but today it 
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applies to both iOS and Android operating systems. Although it has also an access via the 
Internet through instagram.com (Instagram, 2015). Since Instagram has been optimized 
primarily for smartphone usage, the navigation on the app is simple. It has the following 
five screens: 

Home Tab is a feed of the latest images added by the accounts the user is following. On 
Home Tab the user can “like” and “comment” on these pictures.  

Explore Tab allows the user to discover new Instagram accounts that might attract to fol-
low or let exploring new themes and topics.  

Camera Tab allows the user to take a picture through Instagram or access to the photo li-
brary to use existing images.  

News Feed Tab shows two views: screen of received “likes” and “comments” and screen 
to follow what other users have followed, liked and commented recently.  

Profile Tab opens the user’s own Instagram account. 

(Miles, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For companies, Instagram is a convenient medium to support the brand image. Instagram 
allows “ [...] to showcase products and services in a rich, visual context” (Instagram Busi-
ness, 2015) where companies can at the same time engage with its customers with no cost. 
According to the study of effectiveness of Instagram pictures, Instagram users are most 
likely to engage with pictures which are relatable, simple and easily understandable and pic-
tures of people (Abbott et al., 2013). Also, Instagram followers are increasingly interested 
in companies’ “behind-the-scenes” pictures which were not possible before through tradi-
tional media (Business Insider, 2013). That enables consumer to understand people behind 

Figure 6. Interface of Profile Tab on Instagram (Instagram, 2015). 
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the brand and connect with the brand in a more personal way. Additionally, Instagram us-
ers should rather share fewer pictures which apply high quality than several pictures with 
poor quality (Abbott et al., 2013).  

Assigning hashtags and geotag provides more visibility for the company and increases the 
chance to find new followers since Instagram users tend to connect with those who share 
the same interests on their hashtags (Abbott et al., 2013). Companies have also started dif-
ferent marketing campaigns by hashtags when company encourages Instagram users to 
spread awareness of the campaign by using a certain hashtag created for the campaign. 
Company can likewise use its own company name for hashtag on its everyday Instagram 
pictures when all the images tagged by that hashtag are categorized to the same Explore 
Tab (Miles, 2014). By ”geotagging” the image, company shares the additional information 
where the picture was taken by tagging the store location or adding a link to the company’s 
website into the picture. Additionally, Instagram’s latest update allows companies to run 
sponsored campaigns on Instagram accounts (Instagram Business, 2015).  

Among the Swedes, Instagram has increased its popularity remarkably. Application nearly 
doubled its number of users over the year and in 2014 almost a third of Swedes (28%) had 
the Instagram account and therefore had the largest increase among the social network ap-
plications in Sweden (Davidsson, 2014).  

 

2.3.2 Interior Design on Social Media 

National Council for Interior Design Qualification (2004) defines interior design as follows: 
“interior design is a multi-faceted profession in which creative and technical solutions are 
applied within a structure to achieve a built interior environment”. Since images are highly 
important tools for interior designers, social media has provided an opportunity for interior 
businesses to showcase their products on different platforms (Inside Home Design, 2013). 
As the consumers want to be inspired and find new and creative ideas to enhance their liv-
ing conditions, social media is an appropriate tool especially for interior design enabling 
businesses to connect with their potential customers through visual inspirations and ideas 
(Inside Home Design, 2013). Through different mediums, businesses not only provide in-
spirations but also introduce their overall style and trend what they represent without the 
need of presenting it with words (Inside Home Design, 2013; Piotrowski, 2013).  

Since Instagram is highly visual, photo-sharing social media platform, companies can dis-
play their products while communicating with consumers in a more informal manner but 
more personal level. Piotrowski (2013) argues that social media is a convenient marketing 
channel because marketing is free as no promotional material are required. Additionally, in-
terior businesses are recommended to be active on social media still without exaggerating 
it, on average amount posted pictures “few times a week” (Piotrowski, 2013). However, the 
studies showed that too irregular posting lowers the Instagram followers’ engagement 
whereas on Twitter too frequent posting decrease the engagement between the online user 
and the company. Therefore, the studies led to the conclusion that on Instagram, followers 
are more receptive to more frequent posting than on the other social media platforms, par-
ticularly among the micro-blogs (Bercovici, 2014; Lee, 2015). 
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2.4 Added Values of Social Media Marketing 

Because of the newness of social media, perceived benefits and value from the social media 
marketing have not been studied long enough to draw generalized conclusions (Constan-
tinides & Fountain, 2008; Stockdale, Ahmed & Scheepers, 2012). Therefore, more qualita-
tive measures are needed in order to completely understand the extent of value from the 
social media usage (Angel & Sexsmith, 2011; Bernoff & Li, 2008). According to the Social 
Media Marketing Industry Report 2014, which mainly focused on small-scale businesses, 
marketers are lacking the complete understanding of how to measure the effectiveness and 
benefits of their social media activities. Only 37 percent of the companies stated that they 
are able to measure their social media activities whereas 35 percent were uncertain and 22 
percent were not able to measure the activities (Stelzner, 2014).  

In order to achieve positive outcomes from the social media marketing, companies are re-
quired to fully understand the user driven and interactive nature of social media (Kaganer 
& Vaast, 2010). Gaining value from social media activities also requires that companies are 
creative on social media and frequently updating content in order to be perceived as inter-
esting to the followers (Stockdale et al., 2012). In addition, according to Blanchard (2011), 
value can only be generated by incorporating social media into the company’s existing 
strategies and use it as a support for prevailing business objectives.  

Wickert and Herschel (2001) argue that because the nature of SMEs is generally considered 
more flexible and innovative, it can gain greater value from the social media than a large 
business. As the main purpose of social media applications is to engage people (Kaplan & 
Haenlein, 2010), in the context of businesses, engaging consumers can lead towards im-
proved competitive advantage and increased profits. Hence, Social Media Marketing Indus-
try Report 2014 stated that from investigated companies 92 percent perceived social media 
as an important marketing tool for their business (Stelzner, 2014).  

When discovering the outcomes of the social media marketing, 68 percent of the studied 
companies stated that they analyze their social media activities. The main benefits of the 
social media marketing based on these analyses were the following: 92 percent of the com-
panies said that through social media they have increased publicity and traffic of their busi-
ness. Out of these companies, 95 percent dedicated more than six hours a week to maintain 
the social media content. 72 percent said that social media is convenient for creating closer 
relationship with customers in order to engage loyal fans for the brand. 51 percent stated 
that social media is beneficial for reducing marketing expenses. 50 percent stated that social 
media is important for increasing sales. Although, this was closely related to the time mar-
keter has been active on social media. Marketers who have been active on social media over 
three years have found positive impact on sales numbers (Stelzner, 2014).  

Benefits from the social media marketing have also been found as improved communica-
tions which have led to stronger company-customer relationship and can so contribute val-
ue for the company (Lacho & Marinello 2010). A study by Stockdale et al. (2012) found 
that the business value derived from the social media was primarily the enhanced customer 
engagement and ability of the SMEs to better identify their customer base. Additionally, 
this study showed that social media added visibility, increased popularity, added competi-
tive advantage, reduced marketing expenses and increased company’s websites traffic. Also, 
some companies found social media beneficial for long-term sales. Further, social media 
has enabled an easy and cost effective content management and offered a way for creative 
promotions. Due to the social media, companies’ reputation improved because of the 
eWOM, user-generated comments and recommendations.  
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Study of Abbott et al. (2013) stated that Instagram success is complex to measure only with 
amount of likes, comments and followers and therefore more accurate indicator should be 
the increased physical visits on company based on the created attention on Instagram. 
Most mentioned benefits particularly of Instagram were its cost-effectiveness, uniqueness 
and its ability to engage discussion and build company’s brand image.  

 

2.5 Digital Marketing Models 

The following models are useful for marketers in order to achieve an appealing promotion 
for the business on Instagram. First, for marketers to gain the overall understanding of so-
cial media marketing (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010), second, to create an effective digital mar-
keting plan (Chaffey, 2015) and third, to generate appealing Instagram post (Miles, 2014).  

Colley (1961) stated that success or failure of the advertising depends on how well it con-
veys information to the right people at the right time at the right cost. Frey (1947) empha-
sized that when creating an advertising marketers must take into account the ”mental 
steps” consumer is passing when they are exposed to the advert. Even though an Insta-
gram post cannot fully be seen as advertising, it is still part of the company’s promotion 
and therefore suitable theories from advertising have been applied in order to marketer 
achieve the most effective promotion for its business. By effectiveness, marketers aim to 
find the way to attract consumers in a way which can lead to brand awareness and even to 
an actual purchase. 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) recommend the following five-step guideline for marketers to 
engage its customers through social media platform:  

Be active – Social media is about being interactive by sharing fresh content actively 
and being aware of the discussions and responding to the conversations. Since it is 
challenging to control the discussion on social media, companies should rather en-
gage consumers in an open and active two-way conversation and therefore be so-
called “prosumers” (Toffler, 1980) when they both produce and consume the in-
formation.  
 
Be interesting – Companies must listen to their customer and observe their interests 
in order to deliver interesting content meeting their preferences. An ability to see 
values and interest from the customer’s perspective enables the company to con-
duct the content they can engage the customer for their expectations.   
 
Be humble – In order to gain success on social media, marketers first have to gather 
an adequate amount of knowledge about the platform it is engaging with. It is im-
portant to remember that joining social media is a two-way interaction where com-
panies need to allow consumers to interact and share their opinions and feedback.  
 
Be unprofessional – To engage consumers, social media is mostly used for entertain-
ment and therefore marketers are advised not to produce overly professional con-
tent on platforms.  
 
Be honest – It is vital not to post misleading information since it can never be com-
pletely deleted after posting it online. Therefore, marketers should only post infor-
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mation which is completely correct in order to avoid misunderstandings in com-
munication with consumers. 

 

 

2.5.1 RACE – Digital Marketing Plan 

The updated RACE model was introduced by Dave Chaffey (2015) in order to help mar-
keters to design an effective online marketing plan by using integrated communications to 
convince and engage customers. The main intention is to understand customer needs 
through analytics and insight (Chaffey, 2015). In the following, the model is presented step 
by step. 

Reach aims at increasing the online audience by defining a target audience in order to deliver 
the brand message through the chosen medium. 

Act by identifying the most successful types of content in order to support the brand inter-
actions trough social media platforms. Through well designed content sharing, companies 
can gain more engagement either on emotional or rational level which impacts on either in-
creased awareness or purchase intention (Content Marketing Matrix, Figure 8.) As an ex-
ample, companies who post upcoming competitions apply more entertainment among their 
followers and awareness for the business while a detailed post of a product with price guid-
ance apply to convince the consumer while adding the purchase intention.  

Convert defines how the company can benefit from the online communications for example 
by increased sales. 

Engage builds customer loyalty by actively maintaining and managing the shared content 
and interacting through the medium.  
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Figure 7. RACE model (Chaffey, 2015). 
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Figure 8. The modified Content Marketing Matrix (Chaffey, 2015). 

 

2.5.2 AIDA Model 

AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action) is a model of advertising effectiveness which 
marketers apply when designing an advertising campaign in order to better attract and 
communicate with its audience. Even though, the model was originally developed for 
printed advertising, AIDA can be applied for virtual marketing, particularly for marketing 
on Instagram (Miles, 2014).  

Miles (2014) provides a guideline for marketers how AIDA can be applied into Instagram 
marketing by the following example: 

Attention is gained for example by sharing a picture of a new product launch or using a 
unique product positioning in a picture. A company can also share behind-the-scenes pic-
tures by showing followers what is currently happening in the store.  

Interest is achieved by showing the followers that the business is interacting on a platform 
by answering the comments and joining the comment feed. This allows a company to add 
more details which might not be explained only by the picture. Further, the active follow-
ing of comments generated by Instagram users can tell about consumer preferences and in-
terests.  

Desire applies when companies announce an upcoming sale or a date of a specific product 
line to be launched. This causes interest and excitement which can add consumer’s pur-
chase intention. 

Action is the outcome of the three earlier steps. However, action is not necessarily the actual 
purchase, it can also be a positive outcome of the brand awareness and brand attitude when 
a company gets new followers on its Instagram account. As mentioned before, it takes time 
to achieve improvements, especially in sales.   
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Figure 9. AIDA model (Strong, 1925). 
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3 Methodology  

This chapter begins by presenting the chosen research philosophy, research design and research approach. 
Further, the chosen approaches of data collection and data analysis are defined.  

 

3.1 Research Philosophy 

Philosophical view of the research is necessary in order to provide understandings how the 
author is viewing the world and how the conclusions have been reached (Saunders, Lewis 
& Thornhill, 2012). The two major research paradigms are positivism and interpretivism 
(Malholtra & Birks, 2007). Positivism seeks the generalizable hypothesis about the relation-
ship between different factors. The aim is to reach universal explanation that can predict 
the future incidence (Saunders et al., 2012). Interpretivism in turn, aims to understand the 
particular research subject which is examined. Interpretivism view seeks differences, expla-
nations and understandings between different human behaviors (Bryman & Bell, 2015; 
Saunders et al., 2012). The interpretivistic research philosophy is also appropriate when the 
research focuses on the specific field of the business or examines the particular organiza-
tional behavior (Saunders et al., 2012).  

Regarding to the nature of this thesis, which is to explore different angles of companies’ 
Instagram marketing, the philosophical foundation is focused on an interpretivism perspec-
tive. Interpretivism best applies the purpose of this thesis, which is to gain understanding 
and knowledge of Instagram marketing among the chosen SMEs. Therefore, the purpose is 
not to achieve the generalizable knowledge of the subject which is why the positivism view 
is not applicable for this study. Hence, the findings of this research are applicable to ex-
plain this particular context of Instagram marketing among the SMEs in the certain locus 
and the field of business.   

 

3.2 Qualitative Research  

The intention with both quantitative and qualitative research approaches is to deliver as ac-
curate understanding of the examined research subject as possible (Malhotra & Birks, 
2007). Quantitative research aims to measure the data and achieve statistical conclusions 
while qualitative research approaches the research problem with more flexible manners. 
Qualitative method is not as structured as the quantitative research method and therefore 
provides more freedom and flexibility for the researcher to collect primary data through the 
chosen participants (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Malhotra & Birks, 2007). The researcher in a 
qualitative study is also allowed to approach the research problem from a wider perspective 
than what quantitative research method would permit (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Compared to 
the quantitative research, the main benefit of qualitative research is its ability to understand 
the participants’ feelings, behaviors and motivations when examining the specific research 
subject (Malhotra & Birks, 2007).  

Since the aim of this study is to explore Instagram marketing by gathering new insights and 
knowledge of the topic, a qualitative research approach has more advantages over the 
quantitative research. Considering the limited amount of studies about Instagram, qualita-
tive research allows exploring the topic where only little is known and when the new phe-
nomena is need to be explained. Also, the qualitative approach does not require specific 
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hypothesizes to be tested, which would not been possible in the light of the newness of the 
research subject (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). The qualitative method also applies when the in-
formation is gathered with a relatively small group of participants (Bryman & Bell, 2015; 
Malhotra & Birks, 2007). 

 

3.3 Research Design 

A research design is an important framework for the study which reflects in the decisions 
of the research approaches throughout the whole research process, such as which research 
method will be chosen to conduct the research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Causal, descriptive 
and exploratory researches are the three generally known research designs (Malholtra & 
Birks, 2007). Causal research design focuses on the cause-and-effect relationships. A stud-
ied phenomenon is understood through single variables which are the effect for the specific 
cause. The purpose of causal research design is to test and find explanations for the hy-
potheses the researcher has set. Descriptive research aims to describe and measure singular 
variables and follow the well structured hypothesizes and research questions (Malholtra & 
Birks, 2007). Due to the limited amount of research regarding Instagram marketing, specif-
ic hypothesizes cannot be formulated for this study, which rules out both causal and de-
scriptive research designs. Compared to these two research designs, exploratory research is 
far more flexible. Since the purpose of this study is to explore the opportunities and chal-
lenges of Instagram marketing from the different angles and stages, exploratory research 
design is considered to be an appropriate method to conduct this study. Exploratory re-
search is typically used in the cases when the research problem cannot be measured 
through the quantitative approaches and the purpose is rather to acquire new insights and 
understanding for the research subject (Malholtra & Birks, 2007).  

 

3.4 Research Approach 

The three major research approaches are deduction, induction and abduction. Deductive 
reasoning emphasizes the importance of hypotheses and the research strategy is developed 
based on the existing theory to evaluate these hypotheses. Inductive method aims to reach 
universally generalized conclusions through the observation of several single empirical 
events. With abductive reasoning, data is used for adapting new insights or modifying the 
existing theory in order to explore the phenomena. Abduction applies to this study when 
the intention is to explore and gain new knowledge, information and values for the re-
search subject. Since the focus of this thesis is on the specific field of business and within 
the certain location, abduction is applicable because it is not seeking for a universal general-
ization (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al., 2012).  Further, abductive reasoning allows a 
limited amount of participants since no generalized conclusions of large population will be 
made. 

 

3.5 Data Collection  

In order to reach the complete understanding for the research subject and to choose the 
appropriate approach for the study, secondary data is necessary. Secondary data follows the 
same structure of adoption, utilization and added values of social media this thesis is ap-
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proaching from. Additionally, secondary data is important for verifying and analyzing the 
primary data collection (Malholtra & Birks, 2007). 

Primary data is addressed directly to the specific research problem and is collected by the 
researcher (Malholtra & Birks, 2007). In order to fill the gaps caused by the limited second-
ary data existence, research will be conducted to explore the store owners’ experiences of 
Instagram marketing. For this thesis, primary data is collected through the qualitative semi-
structured in-depth interviews with micro-sized business owners in the field of interior de-
sign in Jönköping, Sweden.  

 

3.5.1 Sampling 

Sampling techniques are broadly divided to probability and non-probability samples (Ghau-
ri & Grønhaug, 2010). The sampling technique used in this thesis is purposive sampling. 
This sampling is the form of a non-probability sample when researcher cannot generalize 
the whole population like in probability sample when the whole population has an equal 
chance to be chosen to the research (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010). In purposive sampling 
the selection is made by the strategic decision where the selected participants share the 
characters which have a relevance to the research problem. Therefore, the sample has to 
fulfill the certain requirements and limitations the researcher has set in order to gain accu-
rate information for the study.  

In this study, all the participants are required to have an active Instagram account. In order 
to avoid sampling errors, local interior design companies were first observed on Instagram 
to ensure that they are present on the platform. Furthermore, as the given research ques-
tions already revealed, only the companies who fulfilled the requirements of small size, in-
dependence, field of interior design and usage of Instagram were taken under the consider-
ation when choosing the participants for the research. Independence of the store in this 
context has been defined as a retailer who is operating in maximum on three different loca-
tions but the business is individually owned (All Business, 2015; Business Dictionary, 
2015b).  

After evaluating companies through the earlier mentioned criteria, suitable interior design 
businesses were collected and finally nine companies agreed to participate in the interviews. 
All participants fulfilled the earlier mentioned requirements of the purposive sample. Each 
investigated company in this study can be classified as micro-sized businesses regarding 
their amount of employees which was less than ten in all cases of the studied companies. 
The selected companies also fulfilled the requirement of being a independent store where 
all the companies operate only in one location. The only exception is Olgas Hus who has a 
store both in Jönköping and Norrköping but is still individually owned.   

 

3.5.2 Semi-structured in-depth interviews  

Interviews are the typical approach for conducting a qualitative research (Bryman & Bell, 
2015). The two major qualitative interviews are unstructured and semi-structured interview. 
Qualitative interviews differs from the quantitative, highly structured interview with its 
flexibility and its motivation to gain rich and detailed answers by addressing interviewee’s 
own perspectives. Structured, quantitative interview in turn, seeks answers that are easily 
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coded and measured. For this thesis, the semi-structured in-depth interviews were chosen 
to conduct the study. The method is used for qualitative research to discover the underly-
ing beliefs, motivations and attitudes and gain deep knowledge and understanding on a re-
search topic (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). In-depth interviews are an ideal method when indi-
vidual interpretations and responses are vital for the research (Anisimova & Thomson, 
2012). In-depth interviews are direct and personal where only one participant at the time is 
interviewed (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). Thereby, interviewer has an opportunity to discover 
new insights in every interview. This approach is appropriate for this thesis since it is im-
portant to understand each interviewees opinions of the relatively new research subject, In-
stagram marketing. As Anisimova and Thomson (2012) state, in-depth interviews are also a 
useful method when it is known that the participants have busy lifestyles and would not be 
likely to be reached with other methods. Therefore, the interviews were arranged in full 
compliance with the owner’s schedule.  

In the in-depth interviews a semi-structured question guide is applied. In semi-structured 
interview researcher has a list of prearranged questions as an interview guide where the in-
terviewee can still freely answer to the questions and has its freedom to manipulate the 
conversation. Regarding the nature of semi-structured in-depth interview where set of 
open-ended and follow-up questions are asked, conversation might lead to the topics inter-
viewer did not originally plan. The interviewer can also probe the participant in order to 
motivate the interviewee to explain further its answer (Malhotra & Bricks, 2007). The em-
phasis is put highly on the interviewee’s perspective, how she or he understands the issue 
been interviewed (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Since the aim of this thesis is to explore how the 
businesses perceive Instagram as a marketing tool, each investigated owner of the stores or 
social media responsible is interviewed in order to achieve a valid answers to the research 
questions. The formulation of the question guide (Appendix 1.) follows the same structure 
as the purpose: adoption, utilization and added values as well as the theoretical concepts of 
RACE and AIDA. The question guide mainly contains open-ended questions but also 
some structured questions with a rating scale in order to introduce the interviewee into the 
topic. Further probing is applied to get deeper insights.   

The nine interviews were first arranged together with the owner and later held at the prem-
ises of the stores. A familiar atmosphere is believed to gain more reliable answers where the 
interviewee could answer to the questions by showing examples of its store. The partici-
pants were asked if they want to perform anonymous or if the researcher is allowed to use 
their company’s name in a thesis. Two of the investigated companies wanted to stay anon-
ymous while the other seven companies allowed using their company’s name in a study. 
For companies performing anonymous, two copies of the confidentiality agreements were 
handed in to sign, one for the interviewee and one for the interviewer. All the participants 
were also asked for the permission of audiotaping the interview. Interviews were conducted 
both in English and Swedish. Because of the lack of sufficient understanding in English 
among some interviewees, a possibility to answer to the questions in Swedish was offered 
since the question guide was translated beforehand also into Swedish. This was believed to 
give a greater amount of information and insights and also to avoid misunderstanding and 
bias for the research findings.  

 

3.6 Data Analysis 

Conducting a qualitative analysis can be seen as an interconnected process where first, the 
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qualitative data assembly is applied through collected notes and audiotape. Second, data re-
duction is applied by selecting and classifying the data, third, data display by summarizing 
and presenting the findings and fourth, data verification by explaining the findings through 
the existing data and concepts (Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Saunders et al., 2012). Information 
from each interview was gathered through the notes and audiotapes during the interview. 
Collected information was further transformed into the interview transcripts when in total 
nine transcripts were formulated. The two companies who wanted to keep their identity 
anonymous were characterized as Company A and Company B.  

Next, the open-ended questions were analyzed. From the three mainly known perspectives, 
qualitative data can be analyzed through the concepts of grounded theory, semiotics or 
content analysis (Malholtra & Birks, 2007). In a content analysis, the main focus lies on 
analyzing the textual material and different characteristics of the communication with the 
flexible manners (Cavanagh, 1997; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Malholtra & Birks, 2007). 
Moreover, the goal with the content analysis is to sort large amounts of text into smaller 
categories which present similar meanings with each other (Weber, 1990). In the context of 
this study, content analysis also aims to provide understanding and new knowledge for the 
research subject (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992). Therefore, the gathered qualitative data is best 
applicable through content analysis which is applied in this study.  

Subsequently, data analysis in this study applies directed qualitative content analysis where 
the categorization has been already defined before conducting the interviews (Hsieh & 
Shannon, 2005). Since the question guide was structured based on the study’s three ap-
proaches of Instagram marketing and by the existing concepts, directed qualitative content 
analysis applies when it is required that the codes are derived from the theories already be-
fore the data analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Additionally, directed qualitative content 
analysis allows researcher to combine the quantitative content analysis (Mayring, 2000) 
which applies for this study where also structured questions were used for supporting the 
open-ended questions. These structured questions were further analyzed by coding (Mal-
hotra & Birks, 2007). In a coding process, each of the codes assigned for responses were 
finally calculated together in order to generate more understandable conclusions.  In the 
following, Figure 10. presents more in detail how the data analysis is categorized. 

Figure 10. Research analysis through the research approach. 
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3.7 Trustworthiness of the Study 

Despite the nature of the research, it is vital to evaluate its quality by assigning certain met-
rics. Reliability and validity are typically used to evaluate the accuracy of quantitative stud-
ies. Reliability refers to the accuracy of the findings. It examines whether the chosen data 
collection methods and analytic measures produce reliable results and is the research repli-
cable by another researcher and on another occasion (Malholtra & Birks, 2007; Saunders et 
al., 2012). Validity examines the measurements tools, whether they have been appropriate 
for the study and measured the intended issue (Anisimova & Thomson, 2012; Malholtra & 
Birks, 2007). In the context of qualitative research, reliability and validity are considered as 
inadequate metrics to define the complete quality of the research findings and therefore 
Lincoln & Guba (1985) have addressed the term trustworthiness in order to better under-
stand the extent of the study. The following four criteria are addressed to identify the 
trustworthiness of the qualitative research:  

First, credibility is one of the most important procedures when ensuring the trustworthiness 
and therefore enhancing the quality for the whole study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Credibil-
ity presents the internal validity to define the accuracy of the research by examining that the 
study measures what was intended. Enhancing the credibility can be applied for example 
through:  

Examination of previous research findings (Shenton, 2004: 69). Previous studies of 
social media usage are presented from the all three angles this thesis is ap-
proaching in order to provide comparable data for findings what this study 
will generate.  

The adoption of research methods well established (Shenton, 2004: 64). In this study, 
RACE and AIDA models were taken into account when designing a ques-
tion guide and analyzing the findings. Additionally, a content analysis was 
applied for analyzing the primary data.  

Triangulation (Shenton, 2004: 65). The use of extensive information and theo-
retical perspectives is applied from all three angles of Instagram marketing 
ensuring the comprehensive understanding of the whole research area of the 
study (Saunders et al., 2012). Further, the chosen data collection method en-
abled the interviewer to gather rich information through each in-depth inter-
view at the time. 

The development of an early familiarity with the culture of participating organizations 
(Shenton, 2004: 65). This procedure was applied through face-to-face con-
tacts when interviews were first arranged and finally completed. Implementa-
tion of the interviews at the companies’ premises also provided more under-
standing of the organization culture. Moreover, researcher developed the fa-
miliarity of the investigated companies at an early stage through the observa-
tion of the companies’ Instagram accounts and their activity on social media 
when ensuring that the chosen companies are appropriate for the sample. 

Member checks (Shenton, 2004: 68). This procedure is vital in order to verify 
the correctness of the gathered information from the interviewees. The tran-
scripts of each interview was written with the help of the audio recorder and 
notes and comments were collected throughout the interview process. Fur-
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ther, attaching the transcripts of all interviews ensures the credibility.  

Secondly, transferability presents an external validity, questioning the study’s ability to gener-
alize findings to other contexts (Saunders et al., 2012). In this study, the outcome of the re-
search is only concentrated on the micro-sized companies in a specific regional scale, on a 
particular field of business and therefore might not be able to transferred to the other in-
dustries such fields where the marketing is preferable to focus more on traditional market-
ing and where more textual data might be needed.  

Third, dependability reminds reliability since it determines an accuracy of the research find-
ings and considers can the same results be repeated (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). However, 
repetition of a qualitative research is in many cases very difficult because of the changing 
nature of the phenomena being researched (Marshall & Rossman, 1999).  

Fourth, conformability qualifies the complete trustworthiness and measures the quality of the 
research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Careful evaluation and consideration between the differ-
ent research methods and through well-chosen research approach, conformability of the 
study is enhanced. 
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4 Empirical Findings 

In this section, the findings of the research are presented and categorized into the three research approaches. 
In the following, the companies who took part of this research are presented. 

Company Employees 
Instagram 
followers 

Instagram posts per 
week 

Instagram 
posts in total 

Butik Gylldevik 1 226 3 - 4 391 

Olgas Hus 5 3894 Several times a day 1969 

Mauritz Textil o Inredning 3 - 4 135 1 37 

Finakademien 3 2136 Every other day 701 

Copenhouse 2 555 Every other day 124 

Lampladan City 2 2982 3 587 

Västanhem Mäkleri  
& Interiör 7 2085 3 - 5 362 

Company A 3 959 5 252 

Company B 1 379 3 219 

Table 1. Presentation of the companies and their Instagram activity. Result was taken on 1st 
December 2015 (Instagram, 2015). 

 

4.1 Findings of Social Media Marketing 

The interviews began with the general questions of social media marketing in order to in-
troduce the interviewee into the research subject. The purpose with these introduction 
questions was to discover the interviewee’s general attitude and openness towards market-
ing on different social media platforms.  

When asking how important the social media marketing is for the companies, seven inter-
viewees out of nine stated that the social media marketing is very important while Copen-
house stated it is important and Mauritz Textil o Inredning was neutral towards social me-
dia as a marketing tool. Butik Gylldevik as a “social media is very important” respondent 
commented that even though the company does not have a large amount of followers on 
its social media platforms, it is still important to be present on these mediums. Company A 
supported by commenting: “it’s a really good way to communicate with customers and you got an im-
mediate relationship with an easy way and it’s a totally new way of marketing actually, to use the communi-
cation”. Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör stated that for their interior business social media is 
crucial since the whole advertising is lying on it. 

At the moment when the interviews were held, companies had been active on social media 
on average for three years. Two companies who opened their businesses within two years 
have experience of social media marketing from six months to two years. Even though 
Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör has a longer experience of social media marketing as an en-
tire company, interior shop started as a part of the real estate business on December 2014 
and therefore social media has been adopted for this particular department of business a lit-
tle over a year ago. Finakademien has the longest experience on social media, for over six 
years when the company started on Facebook. Moreover, six companies started their social 
media marketing on Facebook. Companies which started their business within two years 
started both on Facebook and Instagram at the same time and the interior business of Väs-
tanhem Mäkleri & Interiör only on Instagram. Today, all companies have marketing on 
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both Facebook and Instagram. Copenhouse has also joined LinkedIn but according to in-
terviewee’s experience, LinkedIn is more convenient for the personal not for company’s 
use. Additionally, Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör is present on Pinterest but as stated, inte-
rior business is only focusing on Instagram.  

Further, the interviews showed that the time companies are willing to dedicate to their dif-
ferent social media activities is on average one to two hours per week. Olgas Hus and 
Company B instead spend more than two hours on social media maintaining. Olgas Hus 
dedicates three to four hours to company’s social media maintaining while Company B 
over five hours per week. In this case, time spent on social media consist of both maintain-
ing the company’s marketing content and also to search inspiration from the other social 
media users to enhance own performance on social media sites. Mauritz Textil o Inredning 
on the other hand, spends less than an hour per week for social media marketing.  

 

4.2 Findings of Instagram Marketing  

In the following, the findings of the actual research approaches: adoption, utilization and 
added values of Instagram marketing will be presented.  

4.2.1 Findings of Instagram Adoption 

This section aims at finding out different motivations for Instagram adoption and how well 
companies have succeeded to deliver their brand image into Instagram. It was also ex-
plored how easy Instagram is to use for marketing purposes and lastly, which are the com-
panies’ main challenges with Instagram marketing.  

Company 

Purpose of the Instagram adoption 
Challenges of Insta-

gram marketing 
Instagram 
trend 

The need of 
awareness 

To reach more 
customers Other 

Butik 
Gylldevik 

x x x 

To market with pic-
tures, to add market-
ing efforts 

Lack of followers, lack 
of technical know-how 

Olgas Hus 
x       

Lack of suitable con-
tent  

Mauritz Textil 
o Inredning x   x   

Lack of time, lack of 
resources 

Finakademien 
x x x   

No challenges con-
fronted 

Copenhouse 
      

To market with pic-
tures, to add market-
ing efforts 

No challenges con-
fronted 

Lampladan 
City 

      

Right time for new 
medium, direct con-
tact to customers 

No challenges con-
fronted 

Västanhem 
Mäkleri & In-
teriör x       Lack of time 

Company A 
x     

To market with pic-
tures Lack of time 

Company B 
x x x   

Lack of followers, lack 
of know-how of effec-
tive usage 

Table 2. Presentation of the purpose and challenges of the Instagram marketing. 
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Findings showed that the three main purposes why companies created an Instagram ac-
count were the current Instagram trend, the need of added awareness of the business and 
to reach more customers. Instagram adoption based on the current trend was explained for 
example as following: “Because everybody is there” (Mauritz Textil o Inredning) and “[...] it feels 
like you have to be on Instagram today, everyone has it, and you can see that all shops in Jönköping has it 
[...] so if you want people to come to you, you need to have Instagram [...]” (Västanhem Mäkleri & In-
teriör). Instagram trend as a motivation for adoption was further explained as an im-
portance to show the customers that companies are active and up to date by participating 
in the new forms of marketing such as Instagram. Moreover, Olgas Hus and Västanhem 
Mäkleri & Interiör adopted Instagram only based on the current trend of the application.  

Further, Butik Gylldevik said that joining Instagram was also extremely important for the 
need of added awareness: “[...] alltså om man inte finns där finns man inte” and being present on 
Instagram was believed to reach both already existing and potential new customers. Com-
pany B agreed that joining Instagram adds more awareness which is extremely important 
for the competition: “Because it’s so important to be visible in every media, because the competition is 
really strong both on web shops and also shops here, there are so much on the markets for interiors so you 
really have to be visible”. For Finakademien Instagram was adopted with the following inten-
tion: “to reach more people so everyone can have news from us and it is not as complicated as it is in Face-
book [...] people are more active on Instagram, its growing more and also because our main customer gener-
ally women in 30-40 and they are more interested in Instagram, I think”. Mauritz Textil o Inredning 
added that Instagram adoption was important since it could reach those customers who are 
not active on Facebook.  

Motivation for Instagram adoption was also its convenience of marketing with pictures: 
“We thought it was a good way for our type of products, its very easy to post on that kind of account and 
pictures are good way to show what are we selling” (Company A). Copenhouse and Butik Gylldevik 
agreed: “för att marknadsför oss, vi trodde att med Instagram det är kul att man kan lägga bilder och en 
bildtavla har ganska mycket att säga” (Copenhouse) and additionally adopting Instagram incre-
ases the company’s overall marketing efforts. Lampladan City added that the reason of In-
stagram adoption was the right time for a new marketing medium and its convenience to 
directly connect its customers. 

Generally, all companies agreed that their Instagram account is following the company’s 
brand image and the brand message company wants to conduct has been successfully 
transferred into their Instagram accounts. Moreover eight companies said that their Insta-
gram account follows the company’s brand image and it is summarized as follows: “I try to 
create a profile that is in the line what I do here, if I put up more private, its me joining in nature for ex-
ample, joining outdoors and as I have a lot of environment friendly products here it is not just what I do its 
because I really care so it comes along with my private and my professional line, they are the same” (Com-
pany B). Further, Company A added that the same brand image is ensured when the same 
content is shared both on Instagram and on Facebook. Finakademien in turn, would not 
say that their Instagram account is fully following the same brand image as their actual 
store is presenting: “We are trying, maybe sometimes we feel that the focus is spread [...]”. Company 
explained that the same brand message from the store to Instagram is challenging to con-
duct when all three employees of the company are maintaining the account based on their 
own preferences.  

When asked how companies have perceived the easiness of Instagram for marketing pur-
poses, generally all companies agreed that the application itself is easy for marketing. Seven 
companies stated that Instagram is very easy or easy to use for marketing purposes. Com-
pany B and Butik Gylldevik in turn, would not say that Instagram is a simple medium for 
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the marketing purposes, “[...] it is easy in a first site but to be efficient I think you need some skills” 
(Company B). Butik Gylldevik said that the challenge is to understand the different func-
tions of the application in order to deliver efficient marketing on a platform.  

However, findings did not reveal any major obstacles with Instagram marketing. Since In-
stagram is generally perceived simple for marketing, problems occur more as a lack of 
know-how of efficient Instagram usage, lack of resources and lack of time: “[...] it’s easy to 
use but you have to have time for it and have a strategy and make it part of your business. Time is more 
challenge than the actual usage” (Company A). Olgas Hus stated that the challenges are mostly 
related to the content of the pictures in order to post such a picture which can attract fol-
lowers to come to the store. Mauritz Textil o Inredning said that they used to have a per-
son who was responsible for the social media maintaining but today only a little time is left 
for the social media. Company B instead stated, “I don’t know is it a difficulty but you are depend-
ing on your followers, you must gain followers to reach out and that’s the challenge, and there you need 
tricks, how do I get new followers [...] if you don’t have so many followers it is quite useless ”. Besides the 
technical problems Butik Gylldevik agreed that its challenge is to get new followers and 
that people would find her account. Copenhouse, Lampladan City and Finakademien in 
turn, did not mention any challenges. 

  

4.2.2 Findings of Instagram Utilization 

Seven companies evaluated their Instagram activity high while Company B and Mauritz 
Textil o Inredning’s Instagram utilization is somewhat active. Västanhem Mäkleri & In-
teriör as an “active user” commented that active content maintaining is vital since it is di-
rectly connected to their company’s success: “[...] we feel that if you have an account many people 
are looking, you need to be active, not like once in a month cause then people are not interested in your com-
pany ”. Furthermore, companies generally stated that Instagram activity and the amount of 
the Instagram pictures they post highly varies and is seasonal or cyclic. Companies tend to 
post more often when they receive new delivery of the products. However, each company 
posts on average three to five pictures per week. Olgas Hus instead maintains its Instagram 
content by new pictures very frequently, on average three times a day.  
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Company 
Preferred content type 

Purpose of the shared content 

Inspirational Informative 
Private 
pictures 

Butik Gylldevik 
x   x 

To create awareness, to show new 
products 

Olgas Hus 
x     

To create interest, to show the style of 
the store 

Mauritz Textil o 
Inredning x     

To create interest, to show new prod-
ucts  

Finakademien 
x     

To acquire new customers, to show ac-
tivity 

Copenhouse x x    To attract people to the store 

Lampladan City 
x     

To acquire new customers, to show new 
products, to create interest 

Västanhem Mäkleri & 
Interiör x x   

To create interest, to show new prod-
ucts & share information  

Company A 
x x   

To create interest, to show the product 
category & company’s actions 

Company B x   x To create interest, to show activity 

Table 3. Presentation of the content type and the purpose of the shared content. 

 

The main purpose why companies post pictures on Instagram is to create interest, inform 
about the new products, showcase their product category, prove that the business is active 
and up-to-date and attract new contacts. Finakademien confirms that each picture they 
share aims to acquire new customers and moreover Instagram pictures are important both 
for existing customers to prove that company is up-to-date and through satisfied Instagram 
followers company can gain new contacts: “[...] when they like the picture their friends see that they 
like the picture so its spreading”. Butik Gylldevik believes that each Instagram picture can in-
crease the awareness of the store. Additionally, for Company A the purpose with Instagram 
pictures is explained as follows: “[...] it is a really good way to have a storytelling that tells about our 
company and what are we doing”. Olgas Hus agrees that the pictures are convenient way of ex-
pressing the company’s style and also “skapa hemkänsla”, to create feeling of home.  

Furthermore the ideal content companies want to share with their followers is inspirational. 
The majority of the companies mentioned that an inspirational picture where their prod-
ucts can be presented in “miljö” environment or setting is believed to achieve the most re-
sponses among their followers. Lampladan City confirmed stating that the content should 
create followers’ interest and share inspiration, prices are not informed on captions. Com-
pany B agreed that the price information is not preferable to share through Instagram and 
company rather tries to attract its followers with inspiring pictures to the store for further 
questions.  

Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör instead informs also prices on Instagram since followers will 
ask them anyways. Company also likes to add occasionally pictures of their employees 
which tend to reach always the most likes. Additionally, Copenhouse and Company A pre-
fer to post more informative content besides the inspirational pictures by explaining: “I 
think it has to be a really good mix, because if you only use it for very clean marketing to show the products 
I think people stop following so I think it has to be a really good mix of pictures, information pictures also” 
(Company A). Company B and Butik Gylldevik mix both professional and private pictures 
on their Instagram account. In the case of Company B, more personal pictures such as pic-
tures of nature enhance creditability and represent company’s ideology which follows in the 
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store and its product lines. Additionally, Company B tried posting picture of a competition 
on its Instagram to evoke attention and attract customers to the store. However, such 
competition was not perceived successful and picture only attracted the wrong audience 
who was not truly interested in the company. Lastly, Finakademien emphasized the im-
portance that every shared picture on Instagram has to be “nytänkande”, innovating. 

Next, every company stated that they are reviewing new likes, comments and followers on 
company’s Instagram account. Also, all nine interviewees said that they are responding to 
the questions and conversations on their account. Typically these questions are related to 
the price query or delivery terms of the products. However, time tends to be a problem for 
many companies to reply as fast as they would like. Therefore, Olgas Hus said that in many 
cases questions of prices would be preferable to ask on the store. However, Västanhem 
Mäkleri & Interiör emphasizes the importance of replying for every questions since the 
person who left the question might be a new potential customer and good relationship is 
needed to create already in an early phase. Also, Mauritz Textil o Inredning stated that it is 
important that they always answer to the questions. In addition, Company A said that in 
their company the interaction through Instagram is also applied by searching interior de-
sign related hashtags and liking these pictures to show interest and evoking attention 
among different Instagram users.  

When asking are companies using their company’s hashtag or geotag, four companies 
agreed. Company A as an active hashtag and geotag user explained as follows: “We are using 
the geotag, it’s a good way that people can come here cause we don’t have any webshop so we need people to 
come here and then it’s a good way, also hashtags, I try to use lot of hashtags cause it good way to people to 
find us [...] ”. Mauritz Textil o Inredning confirmed that using hashtags can increase the 
awareness of the store. Copenhouse as another hashtag and geotag user added that by an 
active usage of company’s hashtag it can influence other Instagram users to spread the 
company’s hashtag and so on increase the overall awareness. Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör 
added that using hashtag is important especially for their company in order to separate the 
interior business from the real estate business. Therefore, company uses own butikvastanhem 
hashtag to categorize pictures which are only related to their interior shop. Company also 
thinks that because of the picture categorization Instagram users can more easily see what 
they are selling since all the pictures tagged with the same hashtag fall under the same Ex-
plore Tab.  

However, five interviewees, meaning the majority said that either they are not aware of 
having a hashtag and geotag or they have stopped using them.  Finakademien explained 
that they used their hashtag in the beginning but they have stopped or rather forgotten to 
add it to their picture captions lately. However, company mentioned that they are still 
aware of the benefits of hashtag usage: “[...] because maybe new followers check what does anyone 
else say about us [...] putting the new hashtag would help finding the customers”. The four other com-
panies were unsure of using company’s hashtag or geotag and what value they could add by 
explaining for example as follows: “I’ve been little bit neglected with that because first it was no point, 
because I didn’t know what to write” (Company B) and “Jag vet inte, jag vet inte om folk vill det, men 
jag använder hashtags men inte min butiks namn i hashtag” (Butik Gylldevik). 

 

4.2.3 Findings Of Added Values of Instagram Marketing  

Last section of the empirical findings presents the most significant outcomes what retailers 
have perceived from their Instagram marketing. First, when asking the metrics companies 
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use for measuring their Instagram success, it was found out that Instagram success is diffi-
cult to measure and techniques to measure success vary. In the case of Company A, a large 
amount of Instagram followers associate successful Instagram account. For Copenhouse in 
turn, the amount of likes and comments is more valuable measurement over the followers. 
Furthermore, Mauritz Textil o Inredning said that the amount of likes can tell about fol-
lowers’ preferences. However, Finakademien stated that likes are difficult measurement to 
reflect the Instagram success and a lot of likes on one picture cannot directly predict in-
crease in sales: “We have said a lot that if many likes the pictures it doesn’t mean that we are going to 
sell lot of that product, it’s not really connected to sales, but sometimes we can, I can take a picture and I 
can have one customer after one hour who is rushing in and saying ‘oh I want to buy that one’ [...] ”. For 
Olgas Hus and Butik Gylldevik the amount of likes apply more emotionally and it is more 
about the joy and happiness than a measurement of success: ”det är roligt att få en respons, det 
är mer roligt än viktigt när man kommenterar [...] ” (Butik Gylldevik). As Lampladan City com-
mented, Instagram success can be measured more practically when people are coming to 
the store asking products they have seen on Instagram picture. Even though measuring 
success is generally perceived difficult, Finakademien still supports Instagram’s effective-
ness: “I have made advertising in newspapers and that kind of media but I can’t see that it’s been given me 
anything, I can see it on Instagram, maybe not directly, but sometimes directly on same day when they come 
and ask (products) and that’s the only thing I can measure. Instagram is the best”. 

 

Company Added values of Instagram marketing 

Butik Gylldevik Increased store traffic, increased sales 

Olgas Hus Added awareness through increasing amount of followers  

Mauritz Textil o Inredning Enhanced brand image 

Finakademien Added awareness, increased store traffic, increased website traffic 

Copenhouse Increased store traffic 

Lampladan City Decreased marketing costs, increased store traffic by new customers 

Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör Added awareness, increased store traffic 

Company A Increased store traffic 

Company B Increased store traffic, added awareness, increased sales 

Table 4. Presentation of added values of the Instagram marketing. 

 

When discovering the major benefits from the Instagram marketing, seven companies 
mentioned the increased store traffic by created awareness on Instagram. The majority of 
the interviewees added that Instagram’s effect is difficult to see directly in total sales. How-
ever, Butik Gylldevik and Company B said that besides the increased store traffic they have 
seen positive effect on sales numbers since Instagram has helped sales with those particular 
products company has posted on its Instagram. Finakademien confirmed added awareness 
since Instagram has attracted attention both nationally and internationally: “we have reached 
out many new people for example from Stockholm or Gothenburg so they travel from there, that’s very fun”. 
Company also mentioned that comments for example from China and Australia make In-
stagram an exciting platform. Additionally, Finakademien believes that Instagram is the rea-
son for the increased traffic on their website. Further, added awareness has increased 
Lampladan City’s customers as company has wider its customer base to the younger cus-
tomers from 20 to 30 year olds. Company adds that due to Instagram, company’s overall 
marketing costs have decreased. For Mauritz Textil o Inredning Instagram has additionally 
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enhanced the company’s overall brand image while Olgas Hus has benefitted from the new 
visual way of presenting products and the company’s style. Company A, Company B and 
Olgas Hus also mentioned that constantly increasing amount of followers has been per-
ceived beneficial. 

All companies stated that Instagram is very important or important for their business. This 
research showed that Instagram has attracted positive attention which other mediums such 
as Facebook and advertising on magazines have not achieved. Moreover, seven companies 
chose Instagram as their most important social media platform. For Company A, Insta-
gram and Facebook are equally important for the company’s marketing. Mauritz Textil o 
Inredning would choose Facebook over Instagram because of the larger amount of follow-
ers and on Facebook company can add more content than a picture. However, company 
said that Instagram is important since it can reach more potential contacts than only Face-
book. Generally, interviewees stated that Facebook has decreased its popularity and com-
panies’ potential customers are now believed to be reached better through Instagram: “Fa-
cebook har tappat mycket och jag tycker att folk har blivit lite trött med det” (Company A) and “[...] if 
no one sees what I’m putting there (Facebook) it’s nothing, it’s like crying alone, what’s the point” (Com-
pany B).   

When asking what makes Instagram advantageous for the company’s marketing three 
companies stated that since Instagram is still fairly new marketing medium or the company 
has recently started its utilization, advantages and disadvantages are early to accurately eval-
uate: “[...] I didn’t find all the clues yet, that’s what I’m learning, because there are ways to get more fol-
lowers and also to get some benefits out of it, I don’t know do I do that right yet, I’m really searching [...] ” 
(Company B). However, six interviewees said that Instagram’s advantage is its ability to 
easily, directly and quickly connect company with its followers. The other three and the 
majority of the total interviewees added that Instagram’s advantage is also its popularity. 
Lampladan City confirmed that Instagram’s advantage mainly lies on its on-the-go sense 
which enables company for quick informing for example about the product availability. 
Copenhouse and Olgas Hus agreed with Instagram’s easy usage since marketing can be im-
plemented through pictures while Company A and Butik Gylldevik said that Instagram is 
the best medium to get more likes and quick responses. Butik Gylldevik added that Insta-
gram provides better visibility for companies than Facebook where in many cases user has 
to first like the fan page in order to see the posts. Company A and Västanhem Mäkleri & 
Interiör have marked application’s cost effectiveness and Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör 
emphasized that Instagram is especially advantageous for small companies since it is free 
and it can replace company’s advertising on magazines.  

Four interviewees also mentioned that an advantage with Instagram is the customer’s 
choice to follow the company and so on receive news from it: “[...] the good thing is that the 
customer can make the choice to follow you or not, people who follow your account they like to get infor-
mation from you, you can also have both way communication [...] ” (Company A). Company A how-
ever argued that on Facebook it is easier to understand the company’s followers since users 
are more likely to use their real identity than on Instagram. Finakademien in turn, said that 
since on Instagram users can also choose to be anonymous, they are more likely to leave 
more honest and trustworthy comments. In addition, Company B said: “I also think that In-
stagram is very very friendly place to be and there’s very few bad comments of anything [...] its Instagram’s 
culture, its not about politics like for example Twitter and Facebook”. Moreover, eight interviewees 
mentioned that they have received comments and feedback of their Instagram marketing 
from their customers and it has only been positive.  
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Finally, any major disadvantages with Instagram were not found even though companies 
would make some small adjustments in order to application serve their marketing purposes 
better. Copenhouse mentioned that as Facebook enables simultaneous login in both private 
and company’s account also Instagram could bring the feature into use enabling quicker 
and real time communications with users. Company B said that it could be convenient if 
Instagram pictures can be zoomed while Finakademien said that sometimes size of the ex-
isting picture is difficult to fit into the Instagram’s Photo Tab. Company A in turn, said that 
Instagram could offer tools for managing the company’s account and for controlling mar-
keting activities in the most profitable way. Butik Gylldevik added that some functions are 
not as simple on Android operating system as on iOS which makes the utilization of the 
application little more complex.  
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5 Analysis and Discussion 

This section provides a closer look on how the findings accord with the previous researches and therefore the 
results of the primary data collection are directly connected with the secondary research findings. 

 

5.1 Analysis of Instagram Adoption 

According to the interviewees, one of the main purpose why companies adopted Instagram 
as their marketing tool was the current trend of Instagram. Therefore, it can be argued that 
one of the intentions with Instagram marketing lies highly on the social pressure as compa-
nies feel that they have to establish attendance because of the other companies’ presence 
on Instagram: “because everyone is there” (Mauritz Textil o Inredning). This accords to the 
studies of Drury (2008) and Meske and Stieglitz (2013) stating that many companies are 
feeling pressure of social media attendance based on the current social media trend without 
even necessarily having a need or specific goals for marketing on these mediums.  

Within the SME context, many of the investigated companies are not advertising on vari-
ous mediums. According to this study, the main advertising lies on social media or even 
only on Instagram which emphasizes the importance of successfully delivering the market-
ing through the chosen medium. Therefore, besides the current Instagram trend, the ma-
jority had certain motives for adopting Instagram for example the need of added awareness 
and to reach more customers. Therefore, this study cannot totally agree with the secondary 
data statements since only two companies based their Instagram adoption only on the cur-
rent Instagram trend. The primary findings rather apply to the studies by Chua et al. (2009) 
and Howard et al. (2014) who underlined the importance to carefully identify the purpose 
for the new social media adoption which in this study reflects the need for added awareness 
and the need to reach more potential customers through the platform.  

In the case of Company B, enhanced competitive advantage through added awareness was 
the main motivation for Instagram adoption. Company argued that active attendance on 
Instagram is crucial for the competition to show that there is an alternative among other 
stores in the same field. However, explored secondary data did not state competitive ad-
vantage to be generally company’s motivation of adoption but rather an outcome of suc-
cessfully delivered marketing on a platform. Vice versa Kelley (1989) stated that when con-
sidering any new technology adoptions companies’ typical motivation is to reduce opera-
tional costs. However, this study did not reveal the intention of Instagram adoption to low-
er the marketing costs but was mentioned later when discovering the outcomes of the In-
stagram marketing. 

Hanna et al. (2011) and Mitchell (2008) stated that through social media adoption, compa-
nies are able to reach more potential customers. Mauritz Textil o Inredning confirmed and 
even though Facebook is considered to be a more effective medium than Instagram, com-
pany still agreed that it was important to adopt Instagram in order to reach those inactive 
Facebook users who were therefore believed to be more active on Instagram. Lacho and 
Marinello (2010) emphasized that before adopting new marketing mediums company has 
to ensure that the medium is approaching its ideal target audience. According to Finakade-
mien, the purpose was to reach more customers from the company’s target group of 30 to 
40 year old females and that was believed to achieve better on Instagram than on Facebook 
or other mediums. Company’s belief can be verified with the research by Davidsson (2014) 
which stated that Instagram has increased the most among all social media sites in Sweden 
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and almost every third of Swedes can be reached on Instagram. Additionally, a research of 
Swedes’ Internet usage by Findahl (2015) proved that females are using Instagram more 
than males and the age group of 26 to 35 year occur as a third largest group of Instagram 
usage while age group of 36 to 45 as fourth largest Instagram consumers. Therefore, it can 
be said that as Finakademien assumed it is most likely to reach this specific target audience 
through Instagram and it can be argued that Instagram adoption especially in this case has 
been successful in order to reach the ideal audience for the company’s marketing.  

Eight companies stated that the company’s brand image has been successfully integrated 
into their Instagram accounts and that the same brand message has been transferred from 
the physical store to the online on Instagram. Since the marketing activities among studied 
companies mainly take their place on social media, integrated marketing communications 
can be therefore examined only as a delivered brand image at an actual store to the compa-
ny’s social media platforms. Regarding to the secondary data which stated that social media 
platforms are often treated as separated mediums from the company’s other marketing 
channels (Mangold & Faulds, 2009), this research showed that among the examined com-
panies integrated marketing communications are generally well applied and according to 
Company A, integrated marketing is enhanced when the same marketing content is shared 
both on Instagram and Facebook at the same time.  

As Lacho and Marinello (2010) and Wielicki and Arendt (2010) have researched, social me-
dia applies as a useful marketing medium especially for SMEs because of its easy and acces-
sible nature. Findings corresponded as Instagram has mainly been perceived as an easy ap-
plication and furthermore as Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör emphasized Instagram applies 
as a convenient marketing platform for the small companies because of its cost-
effectiveness. However, according to Estrin et al. (2003) the nature of SME brings certain 
challenges such as lack of time and commitment to learn new technologies. These chal-
lenges arise especially among the self-employed businesses where only one employee is re-
sponsible for the actions of the whole company. Butik Gylldevik and Company B as self-
employed businesses did not however find time as a main obstacle with Instagram market-
ing but more how to use Instagram in an effective way. In the case of Butik Gylldevik, 
company corresponded with the secondary data as it stated that it lacks the adequate 
amount of know-how since it does not have a clear vision of the application’s different 
functions in order to deliver an efficient picture for the company’s marketing purposes. 
This accords to the secondary data which stated that success on social media is only 
achievable through the efficient usage. Therefore, the inadequate know-how of Instagram’s 
functions might risk the company’s ability to engage its follower on its account and so on 
lowers the effectiveness of the whole marketing medium.  

Besides the lack of time, effectiveness and know-how, study by Meske and Stieglitz (2013) 
presented occurring challenges with social media adoption as a lack of support by employ-
ees, issues of corporate culture and lack of resources. Mauritz Textil o Inredning has been 
confronted with the lack of resources for active social media maintaining since the compa-
ny does no longer have a person in charge of social media marketing. Therefore, company’s 
“somewhat” activity on Instagram, as they rated, can be explained with the lack of adequate 
resources and also with a possible lack of know-how since the marketing activities on social 
media has to be executed now without additional help. Finakademien instead commented 
that their challenges occur with delivering a consistent content since all three employees are 
updating the Instagram pictures on company’s account. Therefore, Finakademien might 
lack of adequate amount of comprehensive support among its employees in order to con-
duct the company’s brand image into their Instagram account which they rated low as the 
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only company under the investigation. As secondary data additionally revealed, lack of suit-
able content (Abbott et al., 2013) and high maintenance efforts of social media as occurring 
challenges among companies (Meske & Stieglitz, 2013), primary data corresponded in the 
case of Olgas Hus which stated that selecting pictures which meet the company’s require-
ments of attractiveness is perceived difficult. However, this study showed that companies 
are not confronted with any issues of corporate culture of social media adoption since eight 
companies out of nine stated that social media marketing is very important or important 
and various advantages of Instagram utilization were found.  

 

5.2 Analysis of Instagram Utilization 

Study by Stelzner (2014) showed that the three most commonly used social media plat-
forms among the companies are Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn and less than third had 
an Instagram account. According to the same study, likelihood of utilizing Instagram for 
marketing purposes was higher among those companies who had been active on social me-
dia longer than among companies who started on social media within a year. However, 
such conclusion is not possible to draw with this study since those companies with less so-
cial media experience started on Instagram immediately after opening the business. Rest of 
the companies who all had social media experience on average three years used first Face-
book and later started on Instagram. Since the highest peeks of popularity of Instagram 
were reached after 2012 it is reasonable that companies with over three years of social me-
dia experience started first on Facebook and as an increased popularity of Instagram, com-
panies joined platform later.  

Findings showed that all companies rated Instagram as an important medium for their 
business and all except two companies would choose Instagram as their most important 
social media marketing tool. This accords to an article by Inside Home Design (2013) 
which explained that visual marketing is more relevant for interior designers over textual 
marketing since pictures allow showcasing products and company’s overall style. This was 
further explained by the studied companies as they commented that ability to present 
products visually makes Instagram important and was in fact one of the reasons for adopt-
ing Instagram for marketing. Furthermore, the majority of the companies commented that 
Facebook has decreased its popularity, corresponded with the secondary data which stated 
that over half of the studied companies no longer trust Facebook’s effectiveness as a mar-
keting tool (Stelzner, 2014). Regarding the interviewees, it can be argued that since Face-
book has been utilized since 2004 (Facebook, 2015) companies have moved towards more 
“trendy” mediums to implement marketing activities where they can better reach their au-
dience. This was also confirmed by the studied companies summarized by Company A that 
people are no longer interested in Facebook and therefore it is unnecessary for companies 
to market there either. 

Further, the secondary data provided that companies with less social media experience ded-
icate less time on company’s social media maintaining (Stelzner, 2014). Vice versa, in this 
study Company B as a recently opened business dedicates the most time on its social me-
dia. Moreover, as the secondary data showed, self-employed or companies of two to ten 
employees dedicate on average one to five hours per week on their different social media, 
companies of this study dedicate the minimum time, around one to two hours per week 
and cannot therefore fully correspond with the secondary data. However, the majority of 
the companies evaluated their Instagram usage active. As Piotrowski (2013) advised par-
ticularly interior designers to maintain content “few times a week” all studied companies 
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post on average three to five posts per week. According to the study of Instagram posts 
frequency’s impact on followers’ engagement, decreased activity and irregular posting low-
ers the followers’ engagement (Bercovici, 2014). However, a study of Twitter showed that 
too frequent, over three post per day decreased the followers engagement and therefore 
risks the follower’s willingness to follow the company’s account. Study still showed that on 
Instagram followers’ are more receptive to more frequent posting (Lee, 2015).  

The majority of the companies mentioned that the purpose of posting Instagram pictures is 
to attract attention and stimulate interest in order to make the customer come to the store. 
As each company stated, the content they are most likely to share with their followers on 
Instagram is inspirational. Reflecting from the Content Marketing Matrix (Chaffey, 2015), 
pictures with an inspirational appeal are applying consumer emotionally while adding pur-
chase intention. According to the opinion of Company A, Copenhouse and Västanhem 
Mäkleri & Interiör, the most impressive Instagram content consists of both inspirational 
and information delivering pictures. According to the Content Marketing Mix, this con-
vincing content type applies rational appeal by adding purchase intention. Since the majori-
ty mentioned the increased store traffic based on the created attention on Instagram, it can 
be explained with the shared content type’s ability to add follower’s purchase intention and 
therefore more people are believed to visit the store. Additionally, Västanhem Mäkleri & 
Interiör mentioned that they have perceived the most positive reactions by posting pictures 
of their employees. As secondary data provided, pictures of people are one of the most en-
gaging type of the content (Abbott et al., 2013) and can therefore explain the popularity of 
this content type. Secondary data also mentioned that behind-the-scenes pictures are in-
creasingly interesting followers in order them to understand and see more into the compa-
ny’s actions. This leads to the comment by Company A which said that at their company, 
Instagram is utilized to deliver a visual storytelling where pictures illustrate the company’s 
everyday actions.  

Each of the explored companies uses Instagram, through the active approach (Constan-
tinides, 2014) where interaction between company and customer is applied by replying to 
the customers’ questions. Through active approach companies aim at serving both existing 
customers and attract potential new customers. In turn, findings showed that about half of 
the companies are not actively using their company’s hashtag or have not ever created one. 
However, generally companies have an understanding why assigning hashtags is useful for 
the added awareness but still only four companies are using it for company’s name. Though 
all companies still use interior design related hashtags which can increase company’s visibil-
ity among those people who are searching particularly those hashtags. This accords to the 
research by Abbott et al. (2013) stating that Instagram users tent to connect with those ac-
counts that share the same interests by their pictures. However, reflecting from the Insta-
gram adoption, companies stated that added awareness is one of the main motivations why 
companies joined Instagram in a first place. As Miles (2014) proved, hashtags are a simple 
way to add visibility by spreading and categorizing picture into the different Explore Tabs 
which increases the Instagram users possibilities of finding the company through these 
hashtagged pictures.  

 

5.3 Analysis of Added Values of Instagram Marketing 

As Blanchard (2011) stated the companies are only able to gain value from their social me-
dia marketing if the social media tools have been successfully integrated into the company’s 
existing strategies. Reflected from the question where companies were asked to evaluate 
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how well their Instagram marketing follows the company’s brand image eight companies 
agreed. Therefore, there is a reason to believe that companies meet the conditions to gain 
success with their marketing activities on Instagram. However, Stockdale et al. (2012) iden-
tified that in order to gain value, company also need to actively update content on its social 
media to keep up the interest among its followers. This accords to the earlier presented 
study of Instagram posts’ frequency and moreover it could be argued that two companies 
who evaluated their activity somewhat active, could benefit more from their Instagram 
marketing by adding activity on a platform.  

Further, researches by Stelzner (2014) and Abbott et al. (2013) stated that companies are 
lacking the comprehensive understanding of how to measure the effectiveness and benefits 
of social media. Primary data corresponded as companies stated that the success of Insta-
gram account is difficult to measure. Lampladan City stated that Instagram’s positive effect 
can be measured by increased store traffic based on the created attention on Instagram. 
This corresponds with the study by Abbott et al. (2013) which stated that since Instagram’s 
effectiveness is quite difficult to accurately measure, increased physical visit on stores are 
the most realistic metrics of success.  

Next, the most common benefits companies mentioned were the increased store traffic 
and added awareness of the store. This links to the research by Stelzner (2014) where the 
same main benefits were mentioned as the outcomes of the social media marketing. How-
ever, the increased store traffic in that study was accomplished with a lot of time dedicated 
on content maintaining. In this study, interviewees spend generally the minimum time on 
its content maintaining by explaining the quick and easy nature of social media maintaining. 
Consequently, added awareness has increased the customers in the case of Lampladan City. 
Further, as the secondary data presented, this study did not proved effect on increased 
long-term sales. In turn, two companies agreed that Instagram has helped sales in those 
items presented on pictures. Additionally, Abbott et al. (2013) found that Instagram has in-
creased company’s brand image which was met in the case of Mauritz Textil o Inredning.   

Findings by Stelzner (2014) and Stockdale et al. (2012) showed that through social media 
marketing companies have also benefitted from the decreased marketing expenses. In this 
study, only Lampladan City confirmed company’s overall marketing expenses decreased by 
Instagram. However, Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör and Company A mentioned that In-
stagram’s cost-effectiveness makes it an important marketing tool. Since only one of the 
studied companies has perceived benefits of reduced marketing costs, it is argued that re-
ferring to Instagram’s still fairly new existence, companies have not fully understood its 
impact on the expenses yet: “[...] I don’t know do I do that right yet, I’m really searching [...] ” 
(Company B) and to learn more efficient marketing techniques and to fully understand the 
value obtained takes more time. 

As the majority of the explored secondary data provided, companies have found social me-
dia beneficial for the immediate and easy customer engagement, companies in this study 
agreed. Approximately half of the interviewees mentioned that Instagram is a convenient 
marketing medium since consumer can make a choice itself to receive information of the 
company. This accords to the Kotler et al. (2005), stating that the traditional push market-
ing as a promotion strategy has moved towards the pull marketing when the customer need 
is achieved by the cooperation between company and customer. Further, this customer-
oriented conception was believed to gain more trustworthy responses and comments on 
Instagram as Finakademien commented.  
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Derived from the purpose of adopting Instagram for the company’s marketing, besides the 
Instagram trend, companies aimed to add more awareness and to reach more customers. 
According to the outcomes of perceived benefits of Instagram marketing, it can be argued 
that those seven companies who adopted Instagram based on the other reasons than only a 
current Instagram trend have mainly succeeded with their intention and additionally gained 
benefits they did not set when adopting an application. As increased sales were not men-
tioned as a motivation to adopt Instagram with any examined companies Butik Gylldevik 
and Company B still confirmed that sales numbers have increased with those items which 
have been posted on Instagram. Two companies who did not have any specific intentions 
with adoption besides the Instagram trend have also benefitted from increased store traffic 
and increased amount of followers. Therefore, it can be said that Instagram was adopted 
and has been successfully implemented to attract customers. The Table 5. below summa-
rizes how companies have succeeded with their intentions of Instagram adoption.  

 

 

5.4 Analysis of Digital Marketing Models 

Additionally, the earlier presented digital marketing models RACE and AIDA have been 
applied from the primary data.  

 

5.4.1 RACE 

Reach aims to increase the awareness in order to grow an online audience on the chosen 
social media platform. In order to gain positive response and business value, company’s In-
stagram account has to reach the right target audience and follow the purpose why Insta-

Company The purpose of adoption Perceived benefits 

Butik Gylldevik 
Instagram trend, added awareness, to 
reach more people, to add marketing 
efforts 

Increased store traffic, increased 
sales 

Olgas Hus 
Instagram trend 

Added awareness through increasing 
amount of followers  

Mauritz Textil o 
Inredning 

Instagram trend, to reach more peo-
ple Enhanced brand image 

Finakademien 
Instagram trend, added awareness, to 
reach more people 

Added awareness, increased store 
traffic, increased website traffic 

Copenhouse 
The ability of market with pictures, 
to add total marketing efforts Increased store traffic 

Lampladan City 
Right time for new medium, direct 
contact to customers 

Decreased marketing costs, increased 
store traffic by new customers 

Västanhem Mäkleri 
& Interiör Instagram trend 

Added awareness, increased store 
traffic 

Company A 
Instagram trend, the ability of market 
with pictures Increased store traffic 

Company B 
Instagram trend, added awareness, to 
reach more people 

Increased store traffic, added aware-
ness, increased sales 

Table 5. Comparison of the purpose of adoption and perceived benefits of Instagram mar-
keting. 
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gram was adopted. This study showed that in general companies believe that through In-
stagram company is reaching younger customers up to 40 years. Company B argued that it 
is useless to market on newspapers which only attract wrong audience and on Facebook 
marketing is useless for the small audience. Finakademien stated that on Instagram users 
are more active compared to the other platforms and through Instagram the company’s 
target audience of 30 to 40 year old women is most likely to be reached. Furthermore, In-
stagram has enabled to wider the customer base and reach the younger customers of 20 to 
30 years in the case of Lampladan City.  

Action identifies through which kind of content sharing company supports its brand while 
engaging with its customers on the platform. In this study, an action directs company’s fol-
lowers towards the actual purchase intention mainly through inspirational pictures which 
are aiming to attract the followers by showcasing company’s products in the environment 
or in the setting. Content Marketing Matrix derived from the RACE model, suggests that 
pictures are driving followers’ purchasing intention while approaching emotionally. How-
ever, as three companies mentioned, the ideal Instagram content consist of both inspira-
tional and informative pictures. In this case, informative pictures apply follower rationally 
and adds purchase intention. Additionally, action is applied through pictures of employees 
and more personal pictures outside the company’s actions.  

Convert defines the results these actions have led to. Actions of earlier presented Insta-
gram pictures have increased companies’ store traffic by added awareness on Instagram. 
Additionally, marketing costs have decreased, more customers have been acquired, website 
visits have increased and company’s brand image has been enhanced.  

Engage explains the techniques the company applies in order to gain customer loyalty. In 
this study, engage is applied by active Instagram posting and by actively communicating with 
Instagram users on company’s account. Communication starts on the follower’s initiative 
when company answers or comments within the short time. Engaging with Instagram users 
has additionally applied by connecting with new users by liking interior design related pic-
tures through the hashtags.  

 

5.4.2 AIDA 

Attention is applied by posting pictures mainly of the new products or new releases which 
are further presented in the inspirational context adjusted into the environment or setting. 
Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör attract attention by pictures of its employees as a contrast to 
the inspirational or single product pictures. Also, with Company A attention is created 
through behind-the-scenes pictures of the company’s everyday life at the store. Attention is 
also created in the cases of Butik Gylldevik and Company B by blending more personal 
pictures together with the product pictures.  

Interest is applied through the dialogue between company and Instagram user. These con-
versations mainly focus on answering the questions about prices. Further, Mauritz Textil o 
Inredning commented that many likes on pictures associates Instagram users’ preferences 
and desires for the products company is selling.  

Desire did not apply for example as a company’s announcement of upcoming sale but 
moreover as pictures of new products arriving at the store. Desire is created in Lampladan 
City’s case by real-time informing on the product availability. However, a negative desire 
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creation was applied by Company B when the company posted competition on its Insta-
gram account with a negative outcome.  

Action as an outcome of the Instagram marketing has not been perceived generally as in-
creased sales but moreover increased store traffic through created awareness on Instagram. 
As an addition to the previously mentioned benefits, Company A, Company B and Olgas 
Hus has noticed that new followers are appearing frequently which have also been per-
ceived as a positive outcome.    

 

5.5 Contributions to Existing Research 

Considering the limited amount of literature about Instagram and particularly about Insta-
gram marketing and Instagram usage in Sweden, this study has a great potential to contrib-
ute new information regarding to the SMEs’ marketing possibilities on Instagram. Since In-
stagram is fast increasing its popularity among Swedes and generally social media consump-
tion is ranked as one of the highest in Sweden, it can be said that implementing marketing 
activities on Instagram would have a promising role in future among Swedish companies. 
This study proved that especially within the SME context, examined companies have found 
the application’s fast, easy and cost-effective nature advantageous and the most significant 
benefits apply for example as increased store traffic through the created attention on a plat-
form.  

Even though this study corresponded with the several themes presented in secondary data, 
information is not fully comparable when it approaches more from the general perspective 
of social media. Further, it can be argued that when the majority of the existing literature 
was created, Facebook was the most used and known platform and as Instagram applies 
marketing mainly with pictures these platforms are not totally comparable and existing lit-
erature might not cover all aspects of this new form of visual marketing. Taking into ac-
count constantly developing social media by new applications and platforms, it is important 
that new information is generated such as findings of this thesis are presenting. This raises 
the importance of this study as it presents current insights of companies’ social media mar-
keting possibilities and therefore also shares useful instruction for the future studies.  
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6 Conclusion 

In this last chapter, the research questions are answered, implications are provided and the limitations of the 
thesis are presented.  

 

6.1 Fulfillments to Research Questions 

RQ1: How are the challenges of adopting Instagram as a marketing tool perceived 
among the interior design SMEs in Jönköping? 

The majority of the interviewees have perceived Instagram as an easy application to deliver 
marketing content and therefore generally all companies have not been confronted with 
any significant problems with marketing on this platform. The most common challenges 
that might impact on the marketing effectiveness however occur as a lack of know-how of 
efficient usage, lack of time and lack of resources. Additionally, finding suitable content to 
share, acquiring new followers and conducting a company’s brand image through Insta-
gram were found challenging. Although these obstacles were not considered as major prob-
lems or harming the implementation of marketing on a platform. This was further ex-
plained as Instagram was generally chosen as the company’s most effective and important 
medium of social media marketing.  

 

RQ2: How interior design SMEs in Jönköping use Instagram and what is the un-
derlying purpose of Instagram utilization?  

Seven companies are using Instagram actively for maintaining content for company’s mar-
keting purposes while two companies evaluated their activity to be “somewhat active”. This 
was further explained that the average amount of pictures companies post to market their 
business is three to five per week.  

Among studied businesses, each company tend to have an exact vision of pictures they 
want to share with their followers. According to all interviewees, the most preferable con-
tent is inspirational where products can be presented in an environment or in a setting 
when the follower can better understand the usefulness of the item and get inspired. 
Hence, Instagram is utilized to create follower’s interest by sharing pictures which apply 
emotionally in order to attract followers to the store where more detailed information 
about products is given. Therefore, Instagram is not used as a channel of direct marketing 
but rather as a “visual catalogue” to present company’s products and overall style to arouse 
interest. However, three companies like to add also more informative pictures where more 
detailed information of the products are shared already on the picture. Further, other two 
companies prefer to blend more personal pictures outside from the store to deeper the un-
derstanding of the store’s ideology. Also, one company shares occasionally pictures of its 
employees which according to the company and verified by the secondary data is one of 
the most engaging content type.  
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RQ3: How have the interior design SMEs in Jönköping benefitted from the Insta-
gram utilization as a marketing tool? 

As secondary data stated, this study verified that companies are most likely to reach the tar-
get audience of 40 year old females and younger through Instagram. It was found out that 
through the created attention on pictures the most occurred benefit of Instagram market-
ing was the increased store traffic. This has led to the increased sales in the cases of two 
companies which stated that a positive effect on sales has been noticed with those products 
that have been posted on Instagram. Additionally, one company stated that due to the In-
stagram marketing company has reached more customers and reduced the marketing costs. 
Overall, Instagram is generally chosen as the most important social media platform among 
the studied companies based on its popularity, easiness and its ability to quickly connect the 
company with its customers in order to receive immediate reactions and responses.  

 

6.2 Implications 

In the following, the recommendations for companies, Instagram and for the future re-
search are given based on the findings this thesis provided.  

 

6.2.1 Implications for Companies 

Based on the secondary data, Swedish consumers are increasingly joining Instagram and 
therefore companies are recommended to actively use this medium in order to reach their 
potential customers. Generally, Instagram can be a recommended marketing medium espe-
cially for the SMEs since it does not require extra resources based on its cost-effective and 
simple nature. Further, Instagram is applicable especially for interior design businesses 
where the marketing can mainly be implemented visually and where the textual information 
does not play the main role.  

Regarding to the concerns of lack of the efficient usage or suitable content, companies 
should only use pictures applying high quality and where the content is easily understanda-
ble. It is recommended to continue with inspiring and informative content sharing since 
both increase consumer’s purchase intention and can so on add the physical visits on the 
store. Companies who prefer to add more personal pictures are recommended to keep the 
content closely related to the business in order to company’s Instagram account serve the 
business and add value. In addition, as Instagram users are increasingly interested in com-
panies’ behind-the-scenes pictures, companies could add pictures from their daily projects 
in the store in order to add more personal image of the store and its employees. This max-
imizes the usefulness of Instagram which was intended to connect companies with its cus-
tomers more personal and informal way compared to the other mediums.  

Since companies are seeking for better awareness for their stores through presence on In-
stagram, companies are recommended to actively use hashtags in order to increase the pos-
sibility of people to find their pictures on different Explore Tabs. Additionally, since only 
four of the studied companies are using hashtag or geotag of their store, companies are 
recommended to create those to improve awareness. Assigning own hashtag and geotag 
not only add visibility but also makes it easier for Instagram users to see all the company 
related pictures tagged under the same hashtag or geotag and so on understand what the 
company is presenting. Furthermore, active usage of geotag adds the likelihood for people 
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to locate and find the actual store. Subsequently, since social media has allowed consumers 
to participate in company’s marketing through user-generated reviews and eWOM, compa-
nies could create different Instagram campaigns where they encourage Instagram users to 
spread the company related hashtag in order to increase the awareness of the store.  

Flipside of the user-generated conversations is that since the eWOM is depending on the 
online user’s personal experiences, they can also create a negative image about the compa-
ny. Therefore, it is advisable that companies are not afraid of confronting these possible 
negative dialogues and rather join the conversation by using professional and constructive 
language to support its brand image. 

 

6.2.2 Implications for Instagram 

All interviewees agreed that especially from the company’s perspective the marketing effec-
tiveness is not consistently measurable on Instagram. Generally, companies were unsure 
about which measurements they should use for measuring their possible success on the ac-
count. Also one company added that Instagram should offer specialized tools for compa-
nies in order to manage company’s account in the most profitable way. Therefore, Insta-
gram is suggested to improve its functions and guidance for companies in order to serve 
their marketing purposes better.  

In addition, since on Instagram pictures cannot be zoomed was found inconvenient espe-
cially for interior field where the visual components play the main roles. It was also added 
that sometimes existing pictures are difficult to fit into the Instagram’s Camera Tab. Addi-
tionally, since Instagram does not allow the simultaneous login to the private and profes-
sional accounts, it would be useful and time saving if Instagram would allow that option for 
users with own personal and professional accounts. One company has also found that utili-
zation of Instagram functions through Android’s operating system is more complex than 
through iOS. Therefore, in order to provide an equal accessibility for the application, it is 
recommended that Instagram improve its usefulness in different operating systems.  

 

6.2.3 Implications for Further Research 

This study approached the research subject only from the company’s perspective. There-
fore, it is advisable to investigate Instagram from the consumer’s viewpoint and moreover 
how consumers perceive the effectiveness of companies’ Instagram activity and content 
sharing. Considering the newness of the research subject, this consumer-oriented approach 
would not only be valuable for Instagram but also for companies to learn Instagram users’ 
preferences and in which content type consumers are attracted to. Approaching from the 
consumers’ viewpoint researcher is also able to apply more theoretical concepts to connect 
the findings with. 

Another recommendation for the further research would approach from the company’s 
perspective as this study did. In that instance, Instagram’s effectiveness is researched by ac-
tive participation in the company’s marketing actions. This active approach enables the re-
searcher to study Instagram’s effectiveness more practically in order to see the actual im-
pact and the change on the operations such as in sales.  

As this study showed, Instagram is applicable for the businesses where the visual marketing 
plays more important or equal role over the textual content. Therefore, it should be taken 
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into account to which fields of businesses Instagram research is applied to in order to gain 
reliable findings. This study focused only on Swedish SME’s, particularly on micro-sized 
businesses and therefore it would be advisable to gain more in-depth understanding about 
opposing views between different nationalities or cultures with Instagram preferences. This 
approach could be studied from both a consumer or company’s perspective.  

 

6.3 Limitations 

Certain limitations are addressed in order to enhance the trustworthiness of the study. First, 
regarding the newness of Instagram only a very limited amount of academic literature was 
provided and therefore the theoretical framework as well as analysis based far on the gen-
eralized information about social media. Lack of the accurate academic literature also ex-
plains why certain Internet based articles were used to cover the topics this thesis was ex-
amining. Also, applicability of AIDA model has been criticized in existing literature but 
since it has been recommended to be suitable model to support exactly Instagram market-
ing it was decided to apply to this study.  

Next, when conducting the interview with Lampladan City, only the store owner was 
reached for the interview who however was not responsible for the company’s Instagram 
marketing. Therefore, it can be argued that interviewee in this case might not have had the 
best knowledge about the company’s Instagram marketing. Further, it need to be consider 
that since both businesses of real estate and interior design by Västanhem Mäkleri & In-
teriör share the same Instagram account the amount of followers and the content of the 
posts might not be related in all cases only with the interior business.  

Finally, it is important to emphasize that since the purposive sample was chosen and the 
locus of the study focused on the region of Jönköping, no wider generalization can be 
made. Therefore, the findings of this study are applicable to cover the field of interior de-
sign businesses in Jönköping. It is still important to notice that all companies who partici-
pated in this study apply to the definition of micro-scale businesses by their amount of em-
ployees and therefore the findings might not apply to medium-sized businesses.  
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Appendix 

Appendix  1. The Semi-Structured Question Guide 

 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant) 4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 
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2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures? 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram.  

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account? 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured? 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram?  

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 
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1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? 

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? 

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures?  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  2. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Butik Gylldevik 

 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SMEs in Jönköping 2015 

Butik Gylldevik 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 1 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? Oh vad 

svårt, Facebook började jag, kanske 2012 tror jag. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Facebook och Instag-

ram. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) Eftersom jag marknadsför mig inte så 

mycket, sociala medier är viktiga, även om jag inte har så många följare, tror jag att 

det är viktig.  

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week. Det tar inte så lång tid när man tar en bild och lägga det på Instag-

ram. 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

Jag tycker att det är svårt att få följare och att dom hittar oss på Instagram. Det (In-

stagram) skulle vara lite enklare men man kan göra det på många sätt. Det känns att 

flera har Facebook i min ålder.  

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account?  

Det är marknadsförings grej, man kan sprida lite olika grejer där och jag också 

blandar lite personliga grejer på Instagram, ibland folk frågar att visa mera kort om 

mitt hem men jag är inte riktigt så eftersom det dock är bara butiks konto.     

8. How would you rate the following statement:  
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Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) Det är inte självklart att man säljer mer, det är inte världens vik-

tigast men det är ju bra sätt att marknadsför. 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

Svåraste är att få potentiella följare, att få flera nya följare. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active)  

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram?  

Oh det är svårt, men jag försöker att lägga ut nånting varje dag när jag öppnar så 

mitt mål i alla fall är att lägga ut bilder 3-4 gånger per vecka, ibland två bilder per 

dag, det är olika veckor, när jag får nya varor läggar jag mera bilder.  

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures?  

Det är ju för att folk ska hitta mig, inte så många kanske vet var ligger min butik, 

och att dom kan se vad är nytt, många kunder kommer in och frågar efter bilder 

som jag har lägga ut på Instagram.  

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram.  

Det som är viktigast hmm…oh men kanske att skapa inspiration, det finns så 

många sätt, ibland fint solnedgång eller sen kan det var olika grejer här i butik, jag 

gillar att blanda lite. I butiken försöker jag lägga ut fina produkter att jag kan ta en 

bild till Instagram.  

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers?  
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Ju men det är viktig, när folk kommenterar då svarar jag snabbt och kommenterar 

till frågorna.  

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account?  

Jag svarar men jag kollar inte på nya följare så mycket. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why?  

Ah, jag vet inte, jag vet inte om folk vill det, men jag använder hashtags men inte 

min butiks namn i hashtag. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured?  

Det är roligt att få en respons, det är mer roligt än viktigt när man kommenterar, 

jag vet inte, jag kan inte så mycket Instagram men det ska jag lära mig mer. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company?  

Jag har märkte att folk kommer hit och fråga efter en produkt som har varit på min 

Instagram, det har faktiskt hjälpte försäljning. 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram?  

Jag vet inte, när jag började på Instagram hmm jag vet inte, det är svårt att säga vad 

just Instagram har ändrats men det finns mera folk som har hittat mig och kommer 

till butiken så självklart nånting har ändrats, jag tror att Instagram är viktigt och har 

betydelse, alltså om man inte finns där finns man inte, så många är på Instagram så 

kan jag tänka att folk kan söka min butik där också.  

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business?  

Oh hmm, nu tycker jag ändå att det är Instagram, Facebook har ändrats sin visning 

om man är ett företag, alla ser inte det om man inte gillar min sida, det finns inte så 
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många som gillar inlägger på Facebook än på Instagram och på den sätt tycker jag 

att det är Instagram och det är lättare att visa bilder på Instagram också, folk ser i 

alla fall mer, tyvärr, känns det att ingen se mig på Facebook.  

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important?  

Om det är på flykten skala är det viktigt, på Instagram nånting försvinner, allt är 

samlat och man kan kolla mina gamla bilder också.  

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using?  

På Instagram är det så enkelt bara lägga en bild och lite text och folk kan gilla och 

kommentera det, jag kan inte Instagram inte så mycket än Facebook men på Instag-

ram, det finns inte så många funktioner men jag fattar inte funktioner riktigt, Fa-

cebook fattar jag funktionerna bättre och jag har inte iPhone, jag har Android tyck-

er jag att det är svårare för mig att lägga bild men vet inte hur kan man lösa det.  

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application?  

Lite samma som jag redan sa att det är svårt att dela en bild men det är bara att jag 

fattar inte hur kan man använda dessa funktionerna. Men jag vet inte, det är svårt 

fråga. 

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures?  

Ja det har jag, det finns många som kom hit och säger vad fina bilder och vad bra 

att man kan gå dit in och kolla bilderna.  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  3. Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Olgas Hus 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Olga’s Hus 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 5 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? Först 

var det Facebook, 4 år sedan. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Dom är Facebook och 

Instagram. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company?  

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important)  

Det är ju viktigt, men nu mer och mer på Instagram, det känns att Facebook för-

svinner. 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

Jag tycker att det betyder mycket att marknadsför på Instagram, kunderna har möj-

ligheten att följa oss och sen berättar till andra om oss, det känns att det är väldigt 

viktigt just nu.  

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account?  

Ja att visa att vi hänga med och vi känner att vi måste följa med (trend). 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 
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9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree). I början var jag lite osäkert “oh vad händer” men nu är det “oh” 

väldigt lätt. 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

Nej det tycker jag inte, det finns, nej, jag tycker att det finns inga som är problem 

eller nånt, men det finns mycket att tänka till exempel vilken bild lägger jag och vad 

är meningen och att locka folk, Instagram är rolig. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active)  

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram?  

Vi lag ut kanske, det är den samma sak med den 3 timmar (Question 6.) alltså 

ganska manga bilder per dag, ibland bara en, ibland ingen alls, helst 3 bilder per dag, 

men jag försöker att använda det varje dag. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures?  

Att visa vad vi har och vår still, vi försöker att visa sådana bilder att följare förstår 

vår stil, och det är både och ibland visar vi bara en produkt som den jackan eller vi 

tar en bild om den miljön att folks ska bli inspirerade och se en produkt i miljö, att 

skapa hemkänsla. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. (combined with Question 13.) 

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers?  

Man tittar på likes och men ibland orkar vi inte kolla alla följare. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account?  

Ibland gör jag det, oftast folk frågar “oh vad kostar den här produkten”, kom till 

butiken och förstår själv men ibland svarar vi, men man hinner inte alltid. 
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17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why?  

Ju, jag brukar ha hashtags så skriver jag “jonkoping” ja men eller “norrköping” eller 

produkt eller märke, men jag vet inte har vi egen hashtag som står “olgashus” men 

jag tycker att det är viktigt att använda hashtags och man kan lära mer och mer med 

hashtags.  

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured?  

Man blir glad om det finns många likes, men ibland känns det att det finns många 

följare men inte mycket likes, känns att det skulle vara mer (likes) men vi är nöjd. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company?  

Det är ju svårt att saga vad gör det men jag tycker att det är kul att så många följer 

oss och ser vad gör vi och vad har vi här, att folk förstå vad gör vi. 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? (combined 

with Question 19.) 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) Aa det är ju viktigt, man blir glad om någon tycker om nånting el-

ler säga (comments) nånting, att vi kan hänga med. 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business?  

Jag tror att Instagram faktiskt, det är viktigt att kunna marknadsför med bilder det 

tror jag.  

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? 
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25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using?  

*(Interviewer asks): Varför Instagram är bättre än Facebook till exempel?* oh det 

vet jag inte, men man har mer följare i Instagram. Det känns att det är enklare på 

Instagram att lägga bilder.   

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? Nej nej det är redan helt okej. 

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? Det har jag, 

många säga “oh vad spännande bilder”, mycket positiv kommentar. 

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  4. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Mauritz Textil o 
Inredning 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Mauritz Textil o Inredning 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 3-4 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? First 

we started on Facebook, 4-5 years ago, and Instagram we have had couple of years. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Facebook and Insta-

gram. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram? Yes as a marketing tool, I don’t think it gets as much response that you 

want, it’s a some kind of att det förbränna, det är inte direkt marknadsföring, men 

vi finns där. 

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? Because everybody is there, 

to reach people. 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 
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1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

No you use it as you nu har det kommit nya varianter, but the time is the most 

problematic, there is always so many other things to do, I used to have a girl who 

only helped me with these things, both my website and Facebook and Instagram 

but she isn’t any longer, so I don’t have time to do all now. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? Once a week. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures? Often it is to tell 

that new things have arrived or just this week, both to tell about new things “do 

you know we have this” but also to give little inspiration. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. Att ta en fint och lockande bild av produkterna.  

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Yes. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account? If someone asks a question I response, I think its important to an-

swer if someone asks. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? Yes, we use them, you suppose to use them and we also tag Smedjegatan just 

to make people to know where we are. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 
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18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured? It’s the 

followers, if someone comes in and says “I saw that on Instagram” that they have 

seen it, but its difficult to say is Instagram success connected to the business’s suc-

cess, its (Instagram) more about creating the brand image. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? More overall positive reactions, but its hard to tell has it given any 

benefits, its for brand image. 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? No big 

changes, its hard, its just more like an image thing. 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

If there is lot of likes in one picture it can tell that this item is popular among the 

customers. 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? I guess Face-

book is larger for us and that’s why more important. 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? For the brand image. 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? Instagram is so likable, *(Interviewer asks): Is it some-

thing better when marketing only with pictures?* But you put the pictures on Face-

book as well, you use it almost the same (than Instagram) but you can put more, 

but with Instagram is good that you can reach those who are not in Facebook or 

who only use Instagram, so its good to have both to make sure to reach all.  

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? Some small changes maybe but its diffi-

cult to say. 
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27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? That they like it, 

some people come here and say positive comments, only positive feedback. 

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  5. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Finakademien 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Finakademien 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 3 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? 2009 

on Facebook but with another company name, Instagram 2 years ago 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Instagram and Fa-

cebook 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week.  We just take a picture and upload it so it does not take time so 

much, 1 hour. 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram? For us Instagram is the best, it’s a easy, just to take a picture and people 

comment very fast, direct information, quick everything. 

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? I think my daughters have the 

Instagram in the beginning then we just said “why wouldn’t we have it for our 

store” so then we created an account for the store as well just to reach more people 

so everyone can have news from us and it is not as complicated as it is in Face-

book, I think its more complicated there, it feels like it takes more time, people are 

more active on Instagram, its growing more and also because our main customer 

generally women in 30-40 and they are more interested in Instagram I think.  

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 
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1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) We are trying, when you have so many things from many com-

pany, we don’t order a lot, maybe sometimes, we feels that (focus) is spread, it takes 

time how you like to take a pictures, sometimes she takes pictures, I take picture, 

her sister takes the picture who lives in Stockholm, they always say the get mad at 

me “oh you must lighten up the picture, its too dark”. 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

No problems. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? Mostly everyday, some-

times it can be varannan dag. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures? Just to get cus-

tomers I think, it is also important for our customers who we already have, because 

I want to keep my customers and I want them to see things happen, I want of 

course them to be ambassadors for my store and when they like the picture their 

friends see that they like the picture so its spreading.  

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. Inspiring and hmm… that its something new, that we 

are nytänkande. 

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Yes. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account? We try to answer as quick as possible, we also check the new fol-

lowers. 
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17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? Yes we must be better with “hashtagging” our store, we did it in the begin-

ning but I don’t know why we don’t do it anymore, so we must do it more often, it 

is important because maybe new followers check what does anyone else say about 

us, do they have many hashtag, putting the new hashtag would help finding the cus-

tomers. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured? We 

have said a lot that if many likes the pictures it doesn’t mean that we are going to 

sell lot of that product, its not really connected to sales, but sometimes we can, I 

can take a picture and I can have one customer after one hour who is rushing in 

and saying “oh I want to buy that one”, Instagram has been good for business and 

we have customers who come maybe one week after and say “oh that one, I saw 

that one”, I think its important, but if I have two hundred likes on picture it doesn’t 

mean that it will sell because the picture can be just funny or nice they just like it, it 

doesn’t mean that they would buy it, so it is not so easy to measure the success only 

with likes on pictures. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? Det är jätte mycket, we have reached out many new people for exam-

ple from Stockholm or Gothenburg so they travel from there, that’s very fun and 

say like “we don’t have this shop there”, so its nice to reach out the new people 

from far away and to my website I get people from all over the country and I think 

it’s a mostly because of the Instagram.  

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? That you can 

have followers from the whole country, I think its also because we are the distribu-

tor for the special brands, it’s a little bit cool (brand), we have had comments from 

the designers, its very modern, we haven’t had that in Facebook, only in Instagram 

so that has been good for us, Instagram has awaken attention, but we don’t have 

that many followers in here, mostly outside.  

21. How would you rate the following statement, 
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Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? Instagram more 

than Facebook. 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree)  

24. Why is it important / not important? Because I have a made advertising in newspa-

pers and that kind of media but I cant see that its been given me anything, I can see 

it on Instagram, maybe not directly, but sometimes directly on same day when they 

come and ask (products) and that’s the only thing I can measure. Instagram is the 

best. 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? I think when Instagram didn’t have any advertising it was 

more … but now they are having advertising as well so I don’t know if Instagram 

would be as popular as it has been I mean Love here she’s 18 maybe on her age 

they will find another social media to post pictures, something new, but I think In-

stagram will be a good place maybe for two years. *(Interviewer asks): Do you 

think Instagram is good for particularly this field of business?* Because I think In-

stagram is a more directly, its here and now and its so easy just take a picture, may-

be lighten it up and post it when you hashtag it you can reach out so many it can 

reach out so many people and I think most people they are very open on Instagram 

like because on Facebook they can read about you and in Instagram they can be 

anonymous so people are more open and honest because of that, but its so funny 

because you can have comments from one who is from Australia or China, that’s 

so funny, it makes it more interesting.   

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? det är svårt, its hard to imagine cause its 

simple and very good right now but its sad that they have to have advertising, 

sponsored (ads), maybe sometimes its difficult to upload a picture from the com-

puter to Instagram, product pictures, that can be hard to get out to Instagram, sizes 
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are not matching but now you can actually change the size of the picture, but it 

wasn’t maybe the meaning of Instagram to upload the product pictures, the mean-

ing was that you should just take a picture and send it away.    

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? Customers come 

and we get lot of positive comments.   

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  6. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Copenhouse 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SMEs in Jönköping 2015 

Copenhouse 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 2 personer 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site?  

Det var på Instagram och Facebook, lite på LinkedIn också, ett halvt år sen. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Instagram, Facebook 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

Det är ett bra sätt att visa vårt sortiment, butiken ser ut levande när vi kan visa våra 

varor.   

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account?  

För att marknadsför oss, vi trodde att med Instagram det är kul att man kan lägga 

bilder och en bildtavla har ganska mycket att säga. 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  
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5 (Strongly agree) Det är lätt. 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

Jag har inte hade några store problem med Instagram därför att det inte tar mycket 

tid när man läggar en bild.  

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? Varannan dag. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures?  

För att nyfikenhet för kunder, för att locka kunderna i butik, att dom blir intresse-

rad av produkterna som jag lägger ut. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram.  

Både inspirerande och information, produkt bilder, skapa inspiration, skapa inspi-

ration att visa produkter i miljö men nu hard et varit mer produkt bilder.   

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Det gör vi.  

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account?  

Vi kola alla som kommenterar och försöker att svara för alla, om vi missar någon 

men vi faktisk försöker att svara för alla. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why?  

Dom har vi, vi har hashtag “Copenhouse” för att kunderna kan knippa oss och om 

en kund användar vår hashtag då kan andra hitta oss. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured?  
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Vi har flera som “likes” inte alla kommenterar, ibland det är fem stycken, ibland tio, 

ibland en, för oss mer viktigt är hur många “likes” och “comments” fick vi än nya 

följare.  

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company?  

Men lite har jag märkte att Instagram, kunderna kommer in och säger “vi såg det på 

Instagram” och frågar efter produkter så det är klart att det påverkar för business. 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram?  

Det är svårt att säga därför vi är nystartade, för bara fyra veckor men vi har upplevt 

effekterna av positive och fortsätter att fokusera på Instagram. 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business?  

Instagram, jag har testat LinkedIn men mer för mitt privata konto, Instagram mer 

än Facebook. 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using?  

Instagram är bättre än Facebook därför att jag tror att det är lättare för kunder att 

se en bild snabbt och i Facebook bild går till albumet.  

*(Interviewer asks: Do you think it’s a good way particularly for interior businesses 

to market on Instagram or market with pictures?)* Det tycker jag.  

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application?  

I Facebook man kan inlogga privat och sen man är kopplade det automatisk med 

sin företags sida och det finns inte i Instagram och då måste man logga ut och logga 
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in man ser kommenterar på samma sätt så man är inte riktigt uppdaterat hela tiden 

så det är nånting jag skulle vara bättre.  

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures?  

Vi har inte hört “att vad bra att ni marknadsför er på Instagram”  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  7. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Lampladan City 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Lampladan City 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 2 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? It was 

Facebook and Instagram, Instagram few months later, 3.5 years ago. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Facebook and Insta-

gram. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week right Now 1- to 2 hours per week. 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

It was right at the time, more directly contact to customer. 

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? (Same than previous) 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 
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10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

No I don’t think we have seen any problem, easy to use. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? Depends of course, but 

something every week, depends on once a week, once a day, depends on the sea-

son, you can say 3 times a week. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures? Of course we 

want to have customers but also, how should I say, little bit hint what they could do 

and new releases. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. Nobility, inspiration, not price information, “this is a 

nice lamp”, creating inspiration. 

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Mostly yes. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account? Yes responding. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? Good question, I’m not managing the account, I don’t know actually. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured? By fol-

lowers I think and you also can tell that they come with their phones and “oh I re-

ally want this lamp”. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? Lower marketing cost for sure, and as I said before its more directly 

to the customers, I think we have more customers. 
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20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? I think we 

have more young customers, first buyers, 20-30 year old. 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? For us its In-

stagram, more than Facebook. 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? Showing the news, you can also when the 

lamp is out of the stock you can tell everyone now its in and have reaction immedi-

ately. 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? Popularity with usage. 

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? I’m not responsible, I don’t know. 

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? All the time, ask-

ing products, commenting nice picture, all kind of questions.  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  8. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Västanhem Mäkleri & 
Interiör 

 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Västanhem Mäkleri & Interiör 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 6 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? One 

year ago från början var det Olgas Hus som hade den delen så vi hade en lite 

”showroom” här, sen därför att jag stailar hem som vi säljer så insåg vi att kunderna 

vill köpa sakerna jag stailar med och då kände vi att det är bättre om vi har en egen 

inredningsbutik själva, så mitten av december förra året då startade vi så då började 

vi på sociala medier. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Instagram the most, 

also Facebook but not so much for the store (interior), we have also Pinterest but 

not for the interior store. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) alltså vi annonsera inte i tidningar, många 

annonsera i Jönköping Posten men det gör vi inte, så  därför blir sociala medier 

väldigt viktig för oss att folk se oss och vi har sett att folk kommer hit och säga ”vi 

har sett er på Instagram”.  

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram? Oj, att vara tilltalande för kunder, tilltalade bilder så kunderna kan bli “oo 

det är vad jag vill köpa” och då kan dom komma hit och köpa, men det är det att få 

tilltalande bilder och produktbilder som är miljöbilder också så att man kan se 

produkterna i miljö, it feels like you have to be on Instagram today, everyone has it, 

and you can see that all shops in Jönköping has it and i think it’s a trend and i think 
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every company has to have an Instagram today cause everyone has it so if you want 

people to come to you, you need to have Instagram and its free so it’s a really good 

marketing for the company compared to the newspaper which costs, its very good 

for especially for small company, for us for example so people can see what we 

have here, that we can do marketing with pictures is good for our store and some-

times we use pictures of houses and apartments maybe we have this cushion so you 

can see the cushion in miljö and it should be inspiring, inspiring yes. 

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? Common trend, that people 

can see what we have in our store so here I started something (shows the setting) 

and for inspiring like I said. 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

Oh I don’t know, no I don’t really know, more to have enough time, cause I’m do-

ing so many things, more to have time to take a picture and put it to Instagram.  

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) We have said that we need to post one picture every day, we 

feel that if you have an account many people are looking you need to be active, not 

like once in a month cause then people are not interested in your company and 

maybe one everyday or every other day is good, its important, many post on week. 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 
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12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? 3-5 per week 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures? We post it to, if 

its on store, people should see like we got new products or if its about houses they 

will know what houses and apartments we are selling, also inspiration but also both 

inspiration and about products and prices, cause if we don’t inform the prices peo-

ple will ask “how much this costs” so maybe not in the picture but in the text yes. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. Its something with interior or houses or apartments, 

or products and products in a miljö. 

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Yes, we got comments, 

but we are not following everyone who is following us. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account? We are replying, it is important to reply cause maybe it’s a customer 

for us and we want to have a relationship with it, so creating a relationship so they 

come here and buy. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? We have them, for the store we have butikvastanhem hashtag and we are us-

ing it, its important to use cause when you go into the hashtag there comes all the 

pictures which are about the store or what we have here, if you go vastanhem 

(hashtag) you found everything also houses, so hashtag is important cause it catego-

rize but also cause we are two lines here, so i think that’s why. 

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured? I don’t 

know if our Instagram is good (laughs) but we have followers so.. and also when 

you put Instagram pictures and if you get many likes you know that people like, so 

I think followers and likes, and I’ve seen that if I post something like a picture of 

person, like we are in a picture (staff) I get many likes and maybe not only product 

I think its more about inspiring miljö, so I think people like these, sometimes it 

could be good to post pictures with people.  

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? I think it’s a interior store that people are coming here cause we 
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don’t have any other marketing channel for the store than Instagram so for the 

store it is really important, we have talked about it every week that we have to put 

more pictures of the store to Instagram cause people are walking here and can see 

what we have here but other people can’t know what we have so and that we have 

also another business here and what we sell here so for the store its important that 

we are in Instagram and they come here and shop *(Interviewer: Why did you 

choose particularly Instagram for your shop?)* Its easy way and we have many fol-

lowers and then we can please more people.  

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? More traffic 

for the shop. 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) The most important is that we answer to the comments, and 

usually it is “Can you send it?” cause those who does not live in Jönköping we can 

reach on Instagram. 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? It’s Instagram 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? If we don’t have Instagram we don’t have any 

customers on a store so we need post on Instagram, cause we are nowhere else.  

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? Instagram is the trend, Facebook has been so long, may-

be in some years it will come something else, we are using Facebook for the houses 

and apartments (real estate business) so for the store Instagram only, the other 

channels take more time, Instagram is so easy and quick so I prefer to focus on on-

ly that and cause I can only post pictures. No disadvantages what I have thought.  

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? No changes, I think its easy to handle, I 

am satisfied (laughs). 
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27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? Good things, not 

bad things, only good things or questions.  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  9. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Company A 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Company A 

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 3  

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? We 

started at Facebook, I think like 3 years ago and 1,5 years ago Instagram  

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? We have our website, 

Facebook and Instagram and those are the ones we work on now 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) Because it’s a really good way to communi-

cate with customers and you got your relations with easy way and it’s a new way of 

marketing actually, to use the communication.  

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week. It’s not the much about the time, we try to use it every day. 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram? Like I said before, I think its really easy way to communicate with the cus-

tomers, the good thing is that the customer can make the choice to follow you or 

not, people who follow your account they like to get information from you, you 

can also have both way communication, they can comment our posts and we can 

comment back, its really personal, also for people who don’t live in Jönköping its 

easy to communicate and also it is easy to use. 

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account? Because we thought it was a 

good way, for our type of products its very easy to post on that kind of account, 

pictures are good way to show what are we selling, det är väldigt tacksam business 

att visa bilder på, man ha inredning, fashion, bilder kan ibland säger mer än ord. 
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8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

No I don’t think its difficult, its easy to use but you have to have time for it and 

have a strategy and make it part of your business, time is more challenge than the 

actual usage. 

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active) 

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram? Goal is to do it once a day 

and then we post picture both to Facebook and Instagram, is the same picture for 

both (often), 5 times a week. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures?  

Like I said before, to show the customers what utbud vad har vi erbjuda I butiken 

och även att visa inspiration hur vi liksom jobbar med vår inredning och samman-

sättning är väldigt viktigt också, att kunna visa en produkt i miljö så får man helhet 

(upplevelse) som är väldigt säljande tror jag. 

*(Interviewer asks): Is it as important to share pictures which are inspiring as to 

share the information that the sale is coming/new products are coming? * I think it 

has to be a really good mix, because if you only use it for very clean marketing to 

show the products I think people stop following so I think it has to be a really good 

mix of pictures, information pictures also. 
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14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram. For us its actually, we are quite old business, we try to 

inform new customers about what we are doing here, we are also having curtains so 

for us it is a really good way to have a storytelling that tells about our company and 

what are we doing. 

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers? Hmm… Yes. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account?  

We try to comment back, I used to search on different hashtags and then I can like 

the pictures through that, time is the problem, so there is no time sometimes. 

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why? We are using the geotag it’s a good way that people can come here cause we 

don’t have any webshop so we need people to come here and then it’s a good way, 

also hashtags, I try to use lot of hashtags cause it good way to people to find us. We 

use our name (company’s name) in our hashtag.  

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured?  

Hmm, we get more followers everyday actually, so we try to make them a part of 

the business and be part of the relation, so I think that the most important way to 

work but you can always be better. *(Interviewer asks): So you would say that you 

are doing good if you get more followers?* Yeah yeah, but you can do better al-

ways. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company?  

Ja det är svårt att se vad det gör för kassan men man funkar att respons för kund 

som kommer in och säga “oo jag såg den här fin bild”, så kan jag säga att våra bil-

der har fått väldigt positiv respons och man får respons så snabbt, och hmm, det 

kostar ingenting så det är väldigt effektiv sätt av marknadsföring.  

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram? We try to post 

often, pictures have changed, like I said before, I have tried to make a strategy how 

to work, make that part of the company, no big changes. 
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21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business? Both Instagram 

and Facebook are equally important. It’s easier to get likes on Instagram but we al-

so use messanger on Facebook it’s a good way to communicate of other kind of 

questions, more personally.  

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important? The communication and for marketing. 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using? Det känns som att Facebook har varit längre, Instagram 

har börjat nyligen, har inte haft tid att testa så mycket, I Facebook man kan sprida 

utskap mycket mer, på Instagram det är lite svårt att förstå sitt målgrupp men lät-

tare att få likes än på Facebook, Facebook har tappat mycket och jag tycker att folk 

har blivit lite trött med det. 

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application? Att styra marknadsföring. 

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures? Kunder kommer 

och visar bilder som dom har sett i Instagram, så blir det mycket direkt kontakt, 

och man kan följa upp då vad är det som lägger märke till, annonser vi säljer då 

jackor och all som kom och köpa jackor hade sett bilder i Facebook eller i Instag-

ram, folk pratar om sociala medier.  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix  10. The Semi-Structured In-depth Interview - Company B 
 

Instagram marketing among the interior design SME’s in Jönköping 2015 

Company B  

Introduction questions about social media: 

1. How many employees are working in your company? 1 

2. When did your company start on social media? On which social media site? Imme-

diately when I opened I had Facebook and Instagram account but what I used the 

most is Instagram. 

3. On which social media sites is your company present today? Facebook, Instagram 

and own homepage. 

4. How important is social media marketing for your company? 

1 (Not important at all) 2 (A little important) 3 (Neither important nor unim-

portant)  

4 (Important) 5 (Very much important) 

5. How much time per week your company is dedicating to social media?  

Less than an hour per week/ 1-2 hours per week / 3-4 hours per week /5 hours or 

more per week. It is also included the checking out, cause I’m not only working out 

my own presentation, I am also interested in the other participants on social media. 

Instagram 

6. What is your overall opinion and experience about Instagram and marketing on In-

stagram?  

I think it is very accessible and also very easy to present yourself and products on 

Instagram and it takes some skills to be efficient and I am learning that because I 

didn’t use Instagram very much before I started this company and its also different 

to use it as a professional for marketing base than just show to your friends what 

you are having for dinner. Strategy is also important behind Instagram, but I didn’t 

find all the clues yet, that’s what I’m learning, because there are ways to get more 

followers and also to get some benefits out of it, I don’t know do I do that right 

yet, I’m really searching, overall marketing is really hasset you never know, time 

changes a lot when now everyone is connected with Internet and don’t read news-

papers so much its different, its useless to put an advert on newspaper I would say, 

I will get some eighty year women here to see my offer but not the customers I re-
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ally want to come here, so my belief is that my customers are on social media and 

Instagram, I don’t really have any evidence about it but that’s what I belief.  

1. Adoption 

RACE 

7. Why did your company create an Instagram account?  

Because its so important to be visible in every media, because the competition is re-

ally strong both on web shops and also shops here there are so much on the mar-

kets for interiors so you really have to be visible, big change bigger web shops can 

reach easily everyone and they are so big so its really difficult to compete with them 

cause they have everything, they can compete with product category or with prices. 

It’s really tough actually. 

8. How would you rate the following statement:  

Company’s Instagram account is following the company’s brand image? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree)  

I try to create a profile that is in the line what I do here, if I put up more private, its 

me joining in nature for example, joining outdoors and as I have a lot of environ-

ment friendly products here it is not just what I do its because I really care so it 

comes along with my private and my professional line, they are the same.  

9. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is easy to use for marketing purposes? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree)  

I would place myself on the middle because it is easy in a first site but to be effi-

cient I think you need some skills. 

10. Which have been the challenges/problems with Instagram marketing in your com-

pany? 

I don’t know is it a difficulty but you are depending on your followers, you must 

gain followers to reach out and that’s the challenge, and there you need tricks, how 

do I get new followers, I mean there are for example if you use these different 

hashtags you can reach out anyway people who go and watch that hashtag so you 

reach more people if you use them but if you don’t have so many followers it is 

quite useless, so adding hashtags could help and that is one way to get more follow-

ers to get people interested in you that you exist, that’s the first step and also I have 
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a sign on my door of my account and that’s also to gain more followers and also 

for market cause even they don’t start following me maybe they come interested in 

me and come to see my previous posts.  

2. Utilization 

RACE, AIDA 

11. How would you rate your company’s activity on Instagram? 

1 (Not active at all) 2 (Very little active) 3 (Somewhat active) 4 (Active)  

5 (Very much active)  

I could do more.  

2. a) Instagram content/”posts” 

12. How often your company posts pictures on Instagram?  

It varies, it is maybe once a week or sometimes every day so on average like maybe 

3 posts a week. More when I get new delivery, then I get so exited so I want to take 

pictures and post them, to flash to create an interest, because it is not that much 

fun just posting and posting and posting is not, I like it but its not perhaps my 

thing, I like to meet people in person, just flashing out pictures its hard work actu-

ally, when you don’t always know the receiver are they gonna like it but I have to, 

its one of the most important things to market, to be visible as I said before. 

13. What is the main purpose of your company’s Instagram pictures?  

To create an interest, to let people know the good things what I’m selling here, 

cause as I said they get so much information from large companies and chains so if 

I don’t try to show a little bit there they will think that this is all what is available, to 

show that I’m active that there is an alternative to IKEA, H&M Home and other 

brands. 

14. Describe the content of the Instagram picture your company want to share with 

your followers on Instagram.  

I show pictures of products, sometimes products in environment, style and also 

some private pictures, not that private that I cant share it, just like me taking a walk 

in a forest, *(Interviewer asks): Why is it good to share also private pictures?* 

That’s what I’m thinking about, is it good, but I think its, why I do it is to create a 

creditability like as I said before its not to sell a more, that I offer environment 

friendly products, its because I think its very important, it part of my profile, its not 

The profile but, cause everyone is eco, Fairtrade and prefer that if the design is 
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okay so first comes the design. *(Interviewer asks): Would you say it is equally im-

portant to post inspiring pictures than pictures with product information for exam-

ple?* That’s what I’m trying to find out, I don’t know actually what is the most ef-

fective, some stylists say that they get the best likes by showing the setting, but my 

experience is that its easier to see what I am presenting if I only show one product 

so I don’t know and its really difficult to take a good picture on this shop because 

of the light is not good and to get nice pictures because its not good to put out a 

bad picture, I’ve also learnt a little bit how to work with the pictures, *(Interviewer 

asks): Do you use these filters what comes with Instagram? I used at first but its 

better when you use the tools and make just small adjustments, then the picture is 

more natural, filters are too rough instrument and change everything.  

15. Do you keep track on your likes, comments and followers?  

Yes of course. 

16. How are you responding to the likes, comments and new followers on your Insta-

gram account?  

I get happy when I get new follower, sometimes people ask me things and then I 

answer, sometimes they ask a price but I prefer them to ask me personally not on 

Instagram, it’s a certain culture and I don’t know do I know that culture very 

properly cause when I see that followers are talking together “look at this nice 

thing, isn’t that nice for you bla bla bla” then I want to say “thank you I’m so happy 

that you like my stuff” but I don’t know is that the right way to do, or if I should 

just act like a queen and let them just be, so that’s difficult cause I see that these 

large “instagrammers” seldom answer, they just stay silent.  

17. Does your company have own hashtag? Geotag? 

Why?  

I’ve been little bit neglected with that because first it was no point, because I didn’t 

know what to write, now I use more hashtags which say inredning, design, because I 

think people search of what they want to their house, they go to Instagram and 

search so that’s the way to get known but the main results is artists like my pictures 

that what they want to sell, that’s one of the problems with Instagram cause then 

you get lot of other companies who want to show themselves to me or they start 

following me and unfollow after while if I don’t become a customer, as I said it 

seems easy but it’s not, but geotag I use, just to let people to know where I am be-

cause this is a new company it takes lot of time and people come here saying “oh 
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I’ve never seen this shop”, so its really really difficult to get visible so that’s why its 

important but also difficult.  

3. Outcomes of Instagram marketing 

Values/benefits  

R A C E, AIDA 

18. How has the value of your company’s Instagram marketing been measured?  

I don’t have any metrics, I only look at the amount of the followers and its increas-

ing, it is not decreasing but its increasing very slowly I want it to increase much 

faster so, but when I had my one year jubilee I had a competition on my Instagram 

but the problem is that there are so many professionals only for competitions who 

are creating an account only to participate in competitions so its useless for me to 

have a follower who only follows me to participate in competition because then 

they don’t want to follow me only to win a prize, and after a day they don’t care a 

shop, I dint know that there are those kind of accounts, but anyways the amount of 

followers its only what I can measure because I don’t know what else to measure, 

to sales figures, it (Instagram) is not directly influencing to that, now it is I am on 

Instagram you exist if you are not you don’t exist that’s what I think. 

19. Which have been the most important benefits from the Instagram marketing for 

your company? 

It’s the same, its just to exist, if you’re not there you don’t exist, its like a opening a 

shop and you must be there and be visible and probably I should be more visible 

on Facebook too but its so difficult there, both to get followers and no one likes 

things on Facebook anymore and if you want to make an ad you have to pay for it, 

now they have the same on Instagram which is really annoying, I take it off every-

day, actually that’s why I know how fine line it is to get an opposite effect with ad-

vertising, for example I was following the blogger and now she started to sell prod-

ucts I don’t like at all, so I started to unfollow her. *(Interviewer: Can you see any 

direct effect on your sales because of the Instagram marketing?) Yes I have recent-

ly, it wasn’t like that on the beginning but now I have little bit more followers and 

people are coming just because of that brand or vintage item so that’s working, On 

Instagram especially cause there I have more followers, on Facebook not so many 

and if I want to reach out more people there I have to pay for it and I still cant be 
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sure am I reaching the right people and when I make an ad I don’t know is the ef-

fect positive. 

20. What have changed in your business since you started on Instagram?  

As I had it from the beginning, there’s no change but I’m getting more skills and I 

have more followers so I don’t know how to answer to that question. 

21. How would you rate the following statement, 

Likes and comments on my company’s Instagram pictures are valuable for my 

business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

22. Which social media sites are the most important for your business?  

Absolutely more Instagram, probably I should do something on Pinterest but I 

didn’t figured out it yet and if I look at it on my phone, the pictures are really small 

so I don’t enjoy it so much myself I rather look at interior design magazines be-

cause then I can see what they are presenting but I know its probably an age ques-

tion also because young people find information more on social media and one 

woman for example was so surprised that on magazines there are prices of the 

products, so what I do now is that if I see the blogger presenting products I am 

selling I want to say you can go to my homepage to find out more but I don’t really 

know is that the right way to do it so I don’t know. 

23. How would you rate the following statement, 

Instagram is important for my company’s business? 

1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Disagree) 3 (Neither agree nor disagree) 4 (Agree)  

5 (Strongly agree) 

24. Why is it important / not important?  

Yeah it’s the same answer, I want to show. 

25. Which are the advantages/disadvantages of Instagram compared to the other social 

media sites you are using?  

It’s accessible quicker and the fashion, Facebook is now for old people, people 

don’t use it like in a beginning now they just share links, Instagram is easy you just 

click and take a picture, must be the popularity, if no one sees what I’m putting 

there (Facebook) its nothing, its like crying alone, what’s the point. 

26. What would make Instagram a better marketing tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the application?  
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Yeah I would like it to be possible to zoom in and out because sometimes I want to 

look an something in a detail or I want to show something in detail, it would be 

nice to zoom it, but its no big thing still.  

27. Have you received any comments from your customers about your Instagram mar-

keting/Instagram account/Instagram activity/Instagram pictures?  

Yeah I mentioned some before, positive feedback is the only feedback I have re-

ceived so far but since I am a business and also private on my Instagram I think 

about what I say, I also think that Instagram is very very friendly place to be and 

there’s very few bad comments of anything, people write positive things, they don’t 

yell at each other on Instagram, I’ve never heard that and that’s the difference with 

Facebook, its Instagram’s culture, its not about politics like for example Twitter and 

Facebook where you put out links so its very friendly for your life, maybe very su-

perficial but, marketing that’s why its goes along with doing marketing.  

Do you have something to add or ask? 
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Appendix 11. Content Analysis  

 

 

 

  

Open-ended questions Butik Gylldevik Olgas Hus Mauritz Textil o Inredning Finakademien Copenhouse Lampladan City

Västanhem Mäkleri & 

Interiör Company A Company B

Adoption

7. Why did your company 

create an Instagram account?

Instagram trend, The 

need of awareness, To 

reach more customers, 

To market with 

pictures, to add 

marketing efforts Instagram trend

Instagram trend, To reach 

more customers

Instagram trend, The 

need of awareness, To 

reach more customers

To market with pictures, to 

add marketing efforts

Right time for new 

medium, direct contact 

to customers Instagram trend

Instagram trend, To market 

with pictures

Instagram trend, The 

need of awareness, To 

reach more customers

10. Which have been the 

challenges/problems with 

Instagram marketing in your 

company?

Lack of followers, lack 

of technical know-how Lack of suitable content Lack of time, lack of resources No challenges confronted No challenges confronted

No challenges 

confronted Lack of time Lack of time

Lack of followers, lack of 

know-how of effective 

usage

Utilization

12. How often your company 

posts pictures on Instagram? 3 to 4 per week Several times a day 1 Every other day Every other day 3 3 to 5 5 3

13. What is the main purpose of 

your company’s Instagram 

pictures?
To create awareness, to 

show new products

To create interest, to 

show the style of the store

To create interest, to show new 

products 

To acquire new customers, 

to show activity To attract people to the store

To acquire new 

customers, to show new 

products, to create 

interest

To create interest, to show 

new products & share 

information 

To create interest, to show the 

product category & company’s 

actions

To create interest, to 

show activity

14. Describe the content of the 

Instagram picture your company 

want to share with your 

followers on Instagram. 

Inspirational, private 

pictures Inspirational Inspirational Inspirational Inspirational, informative Inspirational Inspirational, informative Inspirational, informative

Inspirational, private 

pictures

16. How are you responding to 

the likes, comments and new 

followers on your Instagram 

account? Answering to questions Answering to questions Answering to questions

Answering to questions, 

check the new followers Answering to questions Answering to questions Answering to questions Answering to questions Answering to questions

17. Does your company have 

own hashtag? Geotag? Why?
Does not know Does not know

Using both to make people to 

know where the store is

Used before, not anymore. 

Hashtags could help to find 

new contacts

Using both to spread 

awareness Does not know

Using both to separate the 

businesses and for 

categorizing the pictures

Using both to spread awareness 

and locate the store

Using geotag to spread 

awareness and locate the 

store
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Added values

18. How has the value of your 

company’s Instagram marketing 

been measured?

Receiving a response is 

fun, more fun than 

important

It is delightful to have 

many likes

Followers and visits in the store 

based on picture content

Many likes does not measure 

success, direct and indirect 

effect is visits on store Likes and comments Visits on store Followers and likes Followers Followers

19. Which have been the most 

important benefits from the 

Instagram marketing for your 

company?

Increased store traffic, 

increased sales

Added awareness through 

increasing amount of 

followers Enhanced brand image

Added awareness, increased 

store traffic, increased 

website traffic Increased store traffic

Decreased marketing 

costs, increased store 

traffic by new customers

Added awareness, increased 

store traffic Increased store traffic

Increased store traffic, 

added awareness, 

increased sales

20. What have changed in your 

business since you started on 

Instagram? 
More people have found 

the store

Many follow the 

company's Instagram, 

more awareness of the 

business No big changes

Added awareness and 

attention, followers 

nationally and internationally

Positive influence on 

business, no big changes yet New customer group Increased store traffic No big changes

More skills, learnt more 

marketing on Instagram

22. Which social media sites are 

the most important for your 

business? Instagram Instagram Facebook Instagram Instagram Instagram Instagram Instagram and Facebook Instagram 

24. Why is it important / not 

important?
Old pictures are easily 

viewable For the brand image

Marketing effects can only be 

seen on Instagram

Direct informing, 

immediate responses 

from customers Only marketing channel For communication and marketing To showcase

25.  Which are the 

advantages/disadvantages of 

Instagram compared to the 

other social media sites you are 

using?

Easy usage although 

functions are difficult, 

those are easier on 

Facebook

More followers on 

Instagram, easier to 

upload the picture To reach people, popularity

Instagram is a more direct, 

"here and now", easy, 

reaching many people, 

honest Easy to show pictures Popularity of usage Easy, quick, popularity

Facebook is disappearing but 

easier to understand target 

audience than on Instagram but on 

Instagram it is easier to get likes

Accessible, quick and 

popularity

26. What would make 

Instagram a better marketing 

tool for your business? What 

would you change/add on the 

application?

To understand more 

about the different 

fuctions

Would not make any 

changes

Some small changes but it is 

difficult to say what

To make easier to fit the 

existing picture on Camera 

Tab

Simultaneous login on both 

private and company's 

account Does not know

Would not make any 

changes

To be able to control/manage the 

marketing on account

To be able to zoom the 

pictures

27. Have you received any 

comments from your customers 

about your Instagram 

marketing/Instagram 

account/Instagram 

activity/Instagram pictures? 

Yes, many says that it is 

good that on Instagram 

pictures are easily 

viewable and many 

have found the store 

because Instagram

Yes, very much positive 

feedback

Yes, very much positive 

feedback

Yes, very much positive 

feedback

No, no one has commented 

anything yet

Yes, very much positive 

feedback, queries about 

the products seen on 

Instagram

Yes, very much positive 

feedback

Yes, people talk about the pictures 

they have seen on social media 

when they visit the store

Yes, Instagram is a 

friendly place to  market


